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Executive Summary
The Solicitor General Canada (SGC) has administered with its provincial partners the
First Nations Policing Policy (FNPP) and programs to Indian reserves, Inuit
communities, and certain other Aboriginal communities on Crown land since April 1992.
The FNPP is based on the principles of partnership among the federal, provincial and
territorial governments, and First Nations, working together to develop policing services
to meet the particular needs of each community. Under the program, eligible police
service costs, which include some real property costs, are shared between the federal,
provincial or territorial governments on a 52% to 48% basis. Prior to the development of
the FNPP, the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND)
provided funding to support on reserve policing services.
At the time of transfer from DIAND to SGC, the issues of funding and mandate for
police facilities was not addressed. Over the past ten years, these issues have impacted
the current portfolio of facilities supporting the FNPP across Canada. As a result, action
is now required to address serious facility integrity issues.
Police facilities are an integral element in the provision of policing services within the
FNPP program. In particular, they are the cornerstones of community-oriented policing.
They are also part of the critical infrastructure in many First Nations communities and the
lack of appropriate policing can place all other critical infrastructure at risk.
In 2001-02 and 2002-03, SGC commissioned inspections of the facilities supporting the
FNPP. Building condition reports were produced on 140 of the 2 18 FNPP facilities,
representing about 65% of the portfolio. The findings of these reports indicated that 60%
of the police facility detachments are rated as fair to very poor with 38 of these facilities
having serious health & safety or asset integrity issues beyond repair. This raises
concerns as to the viability of existing facilities' capacity to support effective and
efficient policing services. Overall, the findings of the building condition reports clearly
illustrate a real property portfolio in need of revitalization.
The Solicitor General Canada does not envision becoming a custodian of real property
under the FNPP, rather an informed funder of facility-related costs. It does however want
to ensure that the real property portfolio of police facilities are not a deterrent to the
provision of good policing services under the FNPP.
Real property police facility funding to a community is currently incorporated into the
total program funding under the tri-partite agreements. The amalgamation of real
property funding with other funding has blurred real property roles, responsibilities,
accountabilities and in many cases actual expenditures. Under the new model, the
division of real property funding, from police service budgets and the clear delineation of
real property roles and responsibilities, is required. It must be understood by all parties
that the governments are funders, communities are custodians, and police service
providers are tenants, under the FNPP.
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To guide the future direction of a new FNPP real property program and the development
of financial options, a series of policy goals and objectives and financial parameters were
established. Highlights of these include:
To fund appropriate police facilities in First Nations communities matching
police facility capacity to service delivery requirements.
To fund as an annual funding stream, not an up-front equity (capital)
To limit the federal government's funding of capital investments by
communities to 10 years per facility.
To participate in coordinated efforts with other federal partners involved in the
planning and financing of community infrastructure.
Three basic funding options were considered for the current portfolio including: Status
Quo; Remediation of Health & Safety and Asset Integrity; and, Sustainable Real Property
Funding. In addition, future program growth was considered for integration into any
funding scenarios as appropriate.
The status quo is not a viable option as the portfolio cannot withstand additional years of
neglect and under funding. The remediation of health & safety and asset integrity, at
$56.6 M (capital costs, program growth and operating costs) is a viable, short-term
option, however the lack of a long-term funding solution for the existing portfolio is a
concern.
The sustainable real property funding option is a long-term approach and three separate
financial models were used to develop the funding needs under this option. Using the
findings of the building condition reports, each model assigned a different priority to the
various needs to determine the total capital costs and operating costs. The three models
and associated costs were: Health & Safety, Asset Integrity and Facility Standard
($70. IM); Health & Safety, Asset Integrity, and Facility Condition by Age, and Strategic
Replacement ($70.7M); and, Health & Safety and Asset Integrity, and Facility Condition
by Standard ($91.OM).
Reviewing the policy goals and objectives and financial parameters it was decided that
the Sustainable Real Property Funding option was the best alternative and within this
option that the Health & Safety, Asset Integrity, and Facility Condition by Age, and
Strategic Replacement model represented the most reasonable approach to calculating
funding requirements. Including the forecast for facilities in support of planned program
expansion the total capital and operating costs were calculated at $107.5M.
The capital and other funding requirements of this model were then analyzed and
projected over a period of time to plan, implement and fund all of the planned
expenditures and ongoing costs. Based on a gradual build up of real property expertise
and community capacity to undertake the projects, an eighteen-year funding schedule was
developed to plan, implement and amortize all community capital investments.
A real property program in support of the FNPP will require the development and
establishment of funding framework and expertise within SGC to assist in the planning,
PWGSC-TPSGC
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negotiating, implementation and monitoring of future real property funding. The costs
associated with developing and implementing these internal activities over the short and
long-term have been included in the final funding requirements.

In total, the annual real property funding requirements, (in constant dollars), to provide
and support a sustainable First Nations policing facilities, including program growth,
ranges from $4.9 million in Year 1 to $10.8 million in Years 7 to 10 and slowly reduces
to a long term sustainable funding level of $3.4 million in Year 17.
Additional funding is required to provide a sustainable portfolio of police facilities under
the FNPP. This funding will improve the quality, condition and standards of the portfolio
to ensure that each community's needs are met in an efficient, effective and financially
responsible manner. A real property program and framework in support of the FNPP will
ensure that real property decisions are based on key real property decision-making factors
focused on the long-term sustainability of the FNPP real property portfolio.
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1.0

Introduction

The Solicitor General Canada (SGC) has since April 1992 administered the First Nations
Policing Program (FNPP). Under the FNPP, federal, provincial and territorial
governments and First Nations work in partnership to negotiate tripartite agreements that
implement police services to meet the particular needs of each First Nation community.
Costs are shared within this partnership, 52% federal and 48% provincial and territorial,
which is an important consideration in developing federal financial strategies for police
facilities.
The Solicitor General Canada is not a custodial department and does not have the
mandate, responsibility, or funding to acquire, manage or retain real property. Rather,
First Nations communities receiving policing under the FNPP own and operate their
police facilities. Funding for these facilities is provided through the First Nations
Policing Program, to a limited extent, through the payment of rent and other costs,
however many have never been defined, properly costed, or explicitly funded. As such,
the existing program budget does not provide the funding required to support, maintain
and refresh the current real property asset base.
The collective investment in policing infrastructure in First Nations communities is at
risk of deterioration and being increasingly non-responsive to policing needs. There is an
increasingly strong need to renovate existing facilities that are in unsatisfactory condition
and do not meet established building code and capacity requirements, and in some cases
the need to construct new facilities. These steadily emerging needs cannot be met
through existing First Nations Policing Program funding levels. Based on a
comprehensive inspection of existing policing facilities (140 of 218), the need has
become both compelling and urgent.
The federal government recognizes that the First Nations policing infrastructure needs to
be maintained and enhanced according to service delivery requirements, while building
on and strengthening the custodian responsibilities of First Nations. Accordingly, the
Solicitor General Canada has assembled basic management data and developed short and
long-term funding and program solutions as well as a framework for action involving all
partners working within a funding contribution framework that complies with federal
policy and reflects the self-government aspirations of First Nations.
This Report addresses the immediate and growing pressure to provide funds for police
facilities, excluding housing, in First Nation communities with dedicated police services
under the First Nations Policing Program. The Report describes the situation that
currently exists in the absence of targeted or core funding for infrastructure since the
inception of the FNPP; proposes a framework for action and its rationale; calculates
financial scenarios under different planning assumptions; confirms the intended outputs
and impacts; and, details the resourcing and organizational requirements for successful
implementation.
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First Nations Policing Program (FNPP) Background
2.1

Description

The federal government introduced the First Nations Policing Program (FNPP) in June
1991, and responsibility for the Policy and related Program was transferred from the
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (DIAND) to the Solicitor General
Canada (SGC) in April 1992. SGC has continuously administered the program since that
date.
The FNPP is the centrepiece of the SGC's Aboriginal Policing Business line. Through the
FNPP, federal, provincial and territorial governments commit to enhancing the safety and
security of First Nations by funding police services that are professional, effective,
culturally appropriate and accountable to the communities they serve. More specifically,
the Program has the following four objectives:
To provide First Nations with professional, effective and culturally responsive
First Nations police services;
To improve safety and security in on-reserve communities;
To give First Nations communities a strong voice in the administration of justice
as they assume greater control over matters that affect their communities; and,
To ensure that First Nations police services are accountable to the communities
they serve.
The four cornerstone strategies, contributing to the success of the Program, are:
First Nations communities should have access to policing services which are
responsive to their particular policing needs and which are equal in quality and
level of service to policing services found in non-reserve communities with
similar conditions in the region;
First Nations communities should be policed by such numbers of persons of a
similar cultural and linguistic background as are necessary to ensure that police
services will be effective and responsive;
First Nations communities should have input in determining the model
appropriate to their community; one that is cost-effective and services the
particular policing needs of the community; and
First Nation communities should have access to innovative policing approaches
that increase their capacity to address problems of crime, personal safety and
public security.
The FNPP applies to all Indian reserves, to certain other Aboriginal communities on
Crown land and to Inuit communities. The FNPP operates on the principle of partnership
with the governments and First Nations working together to negotiate tripartite
agreements for police services that meet the particular needs of each community.

PWGSC-TPSGC
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Eligible police service costs are cost-shared between federal and provincial or territorial
governments on a 52% to 48% basis. Such eligible costs include:
Program administration including police governance mechanisms;
Recruitment, training and education;
Salaries and benefits; and
Expenditures, which include operating, maintenance and minor capital.
Through the support provided by the FNPP, First Nations are able to provide basic
community policing through two main policing models: First Nations self-administered
services or dedicated Aboriginal contingents in existing police services (such as the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)). More specifically, Self-Administered
Agreements (SA) establish terms and conditions for autonomous First Nations Police
Services, while Community Tripartite Agreements (CTA) establish terms and conditions
for FNPP program delivery through specialized units of the RCMP or other government
police services of the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) and Surete du Quebec (SQ)
devoted to First Nations Community Policing.
On this basis, the FNPP currently funds 120 tripartite agreements for First Nations
policing services covering approximately 6 1% of the on-reserve population. In total, 3 13
First Nations communities with a population in excess of 228,000 are served under the
Policy by nearly 800 fully trained police officers. Several agreements cover multiple
communities spread over a wide geographic area.
Presently costing the federal government $66 million annually, the FNPP has achieved
significant accomplishments in a short time period. Certainly the growth in community
policing capacity in First Nation communities is attributable to the FNPP. This has
meant that the police in First Nations communities have been increasingly able to take on
a proactive, preventive, and problem-solving role going beyond traditional, purely
reactive law enforcement. In addition, First Nations policing services have demonstrated
their worthiness to their communities by being able to successfully de-escalate numerous
serious conflict situations. These achievements are more noteworthy given that many of
the First Nations police services demonstrably have the poorest quality policing facilities
in Canada.

2.2

Program and First Nation Policing Facilities

Prior to the development and approval of the FNPP in 1991, the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND) provided funding to support on-reserve
policing services via the Band Constable Program, the First Nation Policing Program in
Ontario, and the RCMP Indian Special Constable Program.
According to an internal memo (DIAND to SGC, May 23, 1991), no specific major
capital fund for policing existed. Rather police stations were built as part of community
building projects (paid for by DIAND) or paid for by the Band in conjunction with the
provinces. A level of service standard for police stations was developed in order to
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ensure a more adequate and equitable means of support of police station accommodation
in First Nations communities. This standard suggests close and continuous coordination
prevailed between facilities planners on the one hand and program administrators on the
other. Therefore, it is assumed that DIAND funded all aspects of on-reserve policing
including the necessary infrastructure.
The approval to transfer policy and program responsibility from DIAND to SGC and to
authorize the Solicitor General Canada to enter into tripartite agreements consistent with
the Indian Policing Policy Framework was silent on the issue of capital funding for
infrastructure. Further, the transfer of the powers, duties and functions of the Minister of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development relating to the Indian Policing Services
Program, to the Solicitor General for Canada, did not specifically mention or refer to the
transfer of responsibilities for real property in support of the FNPP.
Therefore, it has been (and remains) SGC's position that at the time of policy and
program transfer, the mandate and funding for major capital projects (i.e. construction
and replacement of police facilities) was not transferred. What was transferred was the
administration of the program, specifically the negotiation and funding of tripartite
agreements, which are cost-shared with provinces.
Since the time of transfer, public documents describing the eligible expenditures under
the FNPP have consistently referenced non-operating facility spending as "limited capital
expenditures" (1992) and "minor capital expenses" (1996). In both instances neither
limited capital or minor capital has been defined or has an upper dollar limit been
identified.

2.3

Current Approach

Presently, the terms and conditions of the FNPP and it's funding envelope do not allow
for major capital funding which is defined as the payment of funds for the construction or
major renovation of a police facility. Historically, under FNPP, minor capital expenses
have been funded, usually up to a maximum of $175,000 per year, for expenditures such
as vehicles, technology, communications and leasehold improvements. As a result, First
Nations communities have borne the primary responsibility for providing appropriate
facilities for their police services, but with limited or restricted funding.
Within a facility, police services generally assume the role of tenant and pay rent for the
use of a facility as rent is considered to be an eligible operating expense under the FNPP.
In the case of RCMP community tripartite agreements, SGC pays $10.00/ft2($107.00/m2)
annually, on a cost-shared basis with provinces, as a contribution toward the policing
facility costs of First Nations communities. In the case of FN administered agreements, a
global budget is negotiated from which a community is expected to cover their police
facility related costs. In principle, the resulting annual payment provides a guaranteed
revenue stream upon which a First Nation may seek external financing for their police
facilities. However in practice, this amount is viewed as inadequate to recover the
majority of real property capital investment related costs for a police facility.
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Nevertheless, this partial funding approach is not entirely inconsistent with the funding
arrangements of the FNPP - "First Nations communities will, where possible, be
encouraged to help pay for the cost of maintaining their police service, particularly for
enhanced services."'

2.4

Consequences of Current Approach

The planning, administrative, and financial capacity of First Nations varies widely across
the country; and, as a result, there are a growing number of communities with police
facilities that are inadequate and, in some cases, that present serious health & safety risks
for officers, civilians, detainees and all other occupants. Many communities struggle
with:
An inability to raise cash equity and lor to secure commercial mortgages;
An inability to properly maintain a police facility to basic building and fire code
standards; and
An inability to upgrade or expand a police facility.

In addition, the absence of a clear mandate, a specific real property budget, property
management expertise in SGC, and DIAND's decision to withdraw access to funding for
community police infrastructure at the time of the program's transfer, has led to an
inconsistent and incremental approach to police facility planning and funding with little
or no oversight by any level of government. For example, neither the federal nor
provincial governments undertake monitoring for employee health and safety, building
code compliance or compliance with provincial police facility standards.
Since the inception of the program, facility costs have never been formally assessed as to
whether they accurately reflect and support police infrastructure needs. There is now a
serious concern that Canada's stock of First Nations policing facilities is deteriorating at
an unduly fast rate, with related risks. In addition, police facilities are special use
buildings, which require specific technical and design elements to ensure that their
functionality provides the proper degree of safety and use for all occupants including
police, civilians and detainees. Combined, these issues raise serious questions, for both
levels of government, regarding the apportionment of liability.

2.5

The Compelling Requirement to Act

There is now a compelling and urgent requirement to regularize and rationalize
government's involvement and investment in the provision of police facilities in a
manner that is time-bound in order to ensure that:
The health and safety of police officers, civilians and detainees are fully
protected;

' First Nations Policing Policy, Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1996, page 8
PWGSC-TPSGC
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The goals of the FNPP in terms of proactive and preventive community problem
solving and policing are not undermined due to deteriorating policing
infrastructure;
Community capacity to own and manage police facilities is developed.
Financial contributions are forward looking, cost-effective and provide
sustainable solutions; and
The principles of mature risk management are incorporated.
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3.0

Understanding the Demand for Policing Facilities

Infrastructure in support of the FNPP is required in order to support and sustain quality
service delivery, and ensure healthy, safe and functional workplaces. More specifically,
the demand for First Nations policing facilities is both strategic and operational.

3.1

Strategic Demand

3.1.1 Federal Commitment to Aboriginal Peoples
The Federal Government is committed to strengthening the capabilities of Aboriginal
peoples and to building a positive relationship with First Nations communities.
According to The Speech From the Throne, in February 2001, the Federal Government
will support First Nations communities in strengthening governance and it will work to
ensure that basic needs are met for jobs, health, education, housing and infrastructure.
The 2001 Speech from the Throne also committed the Government to improving the
quality of life in Aboriginal communities.
The federal government's commitment to further enabling the self-governance of First
Nations is also incorporated in policy priorities. Strategies that assist communities to
build their own capacity, become custodians of community real property and become
increasingly self-reliant are consistent with these broad commitments. The Gathering
Strength action plan provides a focus on improving health and public safety, investing in
people, and strengthening Aboriginal economic development.

3.1.2 Critical Infrastructure
Police facilities are critical and mandatory infrastructures to meet the safety and security
of all Canadians. Within the context of First Nations community infrastructure, police
services and facilities are vital to the security and stability of a community. Other key
infrastructures such as telecommunications, electrical power systems, gas and oil storage,
transportation, water supply systems, and essential services (medical, fire and rescue) rely
on the support of a strong police presence. In emergency situations, the demand for a
strong effective police presence heightens. Deterioration of police stations as critical
infrastructure jeopardizes public security.
Presently, in First Nations communities the only essential service not receiving core
funding, from any federal department, for infrastructure is police services.

3.1.3 Commitment to Community-Oriented Policing
Public safety in First Nation communities is fundamental. The goal of communityoriented policing is to enhance the quality of life in the community by reducing crime and
solving problems in partnership with the community. To help establish this partnership, a
high degree of openness, accessibility, and visibility on the part of officers is essential.
Community policing strives to break down the barriers between community members and
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police presence. By being able to reduce barriers and allowing for the early detection of
problems within a community, police officers are able to apply a proactive strategy to
crime prevention.
A community policing approach is also a commitment of the RCMP in the delivery of
First Nation police services. In their view, quality policing can result only from the
commitment and involvement of the community.
The FNPP seeks to put officers in the communities they serve as well as near to other
social service providers in order to build effective and efficient alliances. Permanent
facilities are seen as the key to building community alliances, and trust as well as
reinforcing the correlation between police visibility and public safety.
Remote communities have unique challenges and opportunities that must be incorporated
into the structure and operation of the policing service. Community-focussed and
community-oriented policing, including the location of police facilities, is recognized
under the FNPP and is considered to be a significant contributing factor in it's
effectiveness and success. Service delivery requirements in remote communities often
exceed those in urban or quasi-urban areas, however they are vital to the success of a
community based policing program.
First Nations police services situated within a community improves the consistency and
effectiveness of community-oriented policing in remote areas.

3.2

Operational Demand

3.2.1

Health and Safety

A safe and healthy workplace is primary for all Canadians. For buildings, safety and
health issues are addressed through multiple construction and operational building codes
and standards. This is no different for First Nation police facilities which must meet the
Canada Labour Code (Part 11),the federal government's employee safety regulations in
the workplace, which outlines the duties of both employers and employees towards the
promotion of health and safety. Under this statute, "Every employer shall ensure that the
safety and health at work of every person employed is protected". This includes, among
other things, that all buildings and structures meet prescribed standards, notably national
buildings and fire codes.
A police facility is not only a place of work, it is also a public building. At any given
time, occupants could include police officers, civilian staff, detainees and visitors. As
such, it is essential that police facilities meet all applicable building codes and standards.
Inadequate standards put all at risk while placing much of the liability for any accident or
incident on the police, the community and the governments as funders.
Of particular concern is the heath and safety of police officers and detainees. Police
officers accept that their occupation has a high degree of risk. In return they expect the
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right tools to allow them to manage this risk as they carry out their duties. A substandard facility, whether the problem is in size, layout, functionality, components or
location, limits an officer's ability to manage risk and in many instances only compounds
the already present level of risk. Placed in a cell, controlled in an interview room, or
elsewhere, detainees are the sole responsibility of the police while in custody. As well, it
is the duty of the police to provide a safe place for detention. A police facility that does
not meet building codes, such as a non-functioning fire alarm and suppression system,
places individuals at risk and makes it increasingly difficult for police to reduce the
assessed risk of harm to the health and safety of detainees. Serious harm is usually
determined as a denial of a basic human need such as: sanitation and hygiene, protection
from extreme temperature, clean water, lighting, and accident prevention. Equally
compelling is non-compliance with building codes and standards that open the police,
community and governments, as funders, to serious liability issues.

3.2.2

Facility Capacity and Standards

Facility infrastructure must be capable of supporting current objectives and, if possible,
be designed to accommodate future expansion. Therefore, in defining facility capacity,
the level to which a facility must support and sustain service delivery, it is important to
consider the factors that shape the delivery of basic community police services. These
determinants include: population growth, demographics, crime patterns, proximity to
other police and court services, and maximum number of officers per shift among others.
Once needs are defined and substantiated, space allocation standards can be applied to
facility planning. The OPP, SQ, and RCMP all have respective facility standards. These
standards define what is required in terms of facility capacity to support mission critical
work, to enhance productivity, manage risk, and assist in attracting and retaining a
professional workforce. As most policing responsibility is under provincial jurisdiction,
it is appropriate that the federal government defer to these standards in the
implementation of the FNPP.
The importance of the right facility in the right location cannot be overlooked. Both
functionality and configuration play a large role in the safety of officers. For example,
corridors must be wide enough for two officers to escort unruly detainees; work areas,
such as fingerprint stations, must ensure that detainees cannot strike officers as they carry
out their tasks. Corridors in front of cells must be wide enough to allow officers to pass
without the threat of being attacked through cell bars. Without these simple space and
functionality considerations, the risk of attack increases and accordingly decreases the
safety of officers. In addition, liability increases as officers are forced to react to
unnecessary confrontations caused by poor facilities.
Similarly, public access areas provide many functions including a public place to obtain
information and liaise with the police services. Of primary importance in these areas is
the safety of civilian staff and visitors that can not be compromised. Further, victims of
crime and witnesses should not have to wait in corridors open to public viewing before
and after being interviewed. Therefore, controlled access areas are critical to police
operations and the safety of police officers. Situated in these areas are other basic police
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requirements such as the need for secure computer and communication areas, secure
records storage, secure gun storage and secure evidence lockers and storage areas.

A police facility is a tool in the delivery of policing services to a community. It is
designed, built and operated to support the desired level of police service delivery for
each community. A proper facility assists and enhances the delivery of police service
while reducing the risk to police officers, civilian staff, detainees and the public as a
whole.
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4.0

Understanding the Supply of Policing Facilities

4.1

Description of the Current Asset Base

There are presently 218 on-reserve facilities, situated across Canada, which directly
support the policing activities within the FNPP. Regionally, the FNPP police facilities
are distributed as follows:

I

1
I

Region
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic
Total

1
I

Total
Facilities
32
7
31
9
78
49
12
218

I
%

14.7 %
3.2 %
14.2 %
4.1 %
35.8 %
1 22.5 % 1
1 5.5 % I
1100%

1

Essentially there are two types of police facilities within the FlVPP: traditional
detachments and community access offices (CAOs). A traditional detachment is
typically either a stand-alone building where the police service is the sole occupant or a
shared building where the police service is a major occupant along with one or two other
occupants. Shared facilities often include a fire hall or health center with each function
being physically and functionally separate. Capital costs and ongoing operating and
maintenance costs of either detachment are directly related to the operations of the police
service.
Conversely, community access offices are typically a small office, or sometimes offices,
located within a larger building, such as a Band Council building. The office is allocated
to the police service to provide a presence within a community where a detachment is not
feasible. In these instances, primary police operations are performed from a detachment
within a nearby community or an off-reserve police facility through a Provincial Police
Service Agreement (PPSA). Community access offices do not incur operational costs,
but do incur small monthly or annual charges.
While there are a number of off-reserve (PPSA) facilities, they provide a minor role in
the supply of police facility services. Generally, their role is based on the needs of the
community, the distance from the off-reserve facility to the community and costs. For
example, some on-reserve community police facilities have been purposely built without
detention cells. In making such a decision, a community will have weighed a number of
factors including crime statistics, detention requirements, and the distance and access to
detention cells at the closest off-reserve police facility. Based on these factors a
community may have decided that the costs associated with building and operating
detention cells are greater than the costs associated with transporting detainees to an offreserve police facility.
PWGSC-TPSGC
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The analysis of FNPP facilities focuses primarily on detachments with limited
consideration to CAOs as detachments represent the majority of the portfolio and annual
real property costs. Off-reserve facilities have not been considered within the Report as
their impact on the portfolio size and financial costs are considered minor.
Regionally, the portfolio of FNPP police facilities is distributed as follows:

To reflect the diverse location and geographic factors within the FNPP portfolio, the
portfolio was split into two groups; Remote and Non-Remote. This grouping is based on
INAC's Geographic and Environmental Zones, which provide various costing and other
real property factors that will be of use during the analysis. Within this Report remote
sites are considered to be those situated in INAC Geographic Zones 3 and 4 with nonremote sites being located in Zones 1 and 2. A description of the portfolio and a
summary description of each of INAC geographical zone have been attached in Appendix
A. The geographical distribution of facilities is in Appendix B.
The following table shows the distribution of facilities in Remote and non-remote zones.

Over the past year and a half, under contract to SGC, Public Works Government Services
Canada (PWGSC) inspected and completed a Building Condition Report (BCR) on 140
police facilities or 64% of the total portfolio. The BCR process included a complete site
inspection and the submission of a formal report outlining basic building data, the current
condition of the facility and it's main components which consisted of the following:
architectural/structural; electrical; heating; mechanical; and plumbing. In addition, the

PWGSC-TPSGC
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BCR's provided a schedule of projects and associated costs required to address existing
health and safety, asset integrity and other building related issues. Appendix C includes a
list of FNPP facilities.
The following chart indicates the distribution of the facilities inspected under the
Building Condition Report program.

Region
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic
Total
* Detachments and CAOs.

Total
32
7
31
9
78
49
12
218

Assessed*
(BCR
Report)
17
7
27
8
46
23
12
140

% of

Not
Assessed
15
0
4
1
32
26
0
78

Region
Assessed
53%
100%
87%
89%
59%
47%
100%
64 %

The remainder of the facilities were not inspected due mainly to timing and access issues.
In some instances, inspections could not be carried out within the fiscal period while in
others access to some communities and facilities was impaired due to location weather
and other factors. However, the number of facilities assessed provides a good
representative sample that describes the overall condition of the FNPP portfolio.
The following focuses on the distribution of only detachments assessed during the BCR
process.

-

Region
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic
Total

Total
Facilities
Total
32
17
7
5
31
23
9
6
78
70
44
49
10
12
218
175

Detachments
Assessed
Not
%
(BCR
Report) Assessed Assessed
4
13
76%
0
5
100%
2
21
91%
1
5
83%
39
31
56%
19
25
43%
10
0
100%
63
112
64 %

As illustrated, the BCR process covers between 83% and 100% of the portfolio in all but
3 regions: Ontario; Quebec and British Columbia. Overall, the sample size in each
region is large enough to provide valuable data and a good representation of the portfolio
as a whole.
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4.2

Analysis of BCR Inspected Police Facilities

The inspected police facilities have an average age of 16 years old with the oldest being
72 years old. Because many of the facilities have undergone major renovations since their
original construction, the age does not accurately reflect the conditions of the facilities.
Regionally, on average, facilities in Alberta are oldest, and youngest in the Atlantic. A
sample of BCR is in Appendix D.
The majority of facilities inspected were non-remote with only 32 of the 140 facilities
(23%) considered remote with the majority being detachments (30 of 32).
The total area of a detachment ranged from 24 m2 to 766 m2 per facility with the average
being 148 m2. Currently, police facility standards are established provincially by the
RCMP, OPP or SQ. An analysis of these standards indicates that while they are similar
in nature, there are noticeable differences in space requirements, functionality, design and
construction materials.
As part of the Report, police facility models for small, medium and large detachments
were developed for the three service providers. Based on an average number of officers
per shift to determine certain space variables, police facility space standards were
developed to assist in the analysis of facility capacity and funding requirements. In
addition to these nine models (3 service providers by 3 models) a small police cabin
model, which would be common to all, was developed. The following outlines the space
standards for each model.

Facility
Type
Patrol Cabin
Small
Medium
Large

RCMP
(m2>
80
168
225
352

OPP
(m2>
80
169
233
305

SQ
(m2>
80
202
250
324

Average
(m2>
80
180
236
327

On average, it was found that close to 83% of the existing detachments are under-sized
based on the developed space and functional standards. While the size of a facility is not
the only indicator of facility functionality and capacity, it is a good indication of a
facility's ability to support the needs of the policing services. These findings also support
comments provided during the BCR process that many existing facilities need to be
replaced or expanded due to poor functionality.
As previously mentioned, the Building Condition Reports provided facility condition
ratings for the following components: architectural/structural; electrical; heating;
mechanical; and plumbing. As well, an overall facility condition rating was provided.
All ratings were based on a six point scale of: very poor; poor; fair; good; very good; and
excellent.

PWGSC-TPSGC
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Overall, the average facility condition rating of the detachments was Fair with facilities
falling into three categories: Very PoorPoor (24%); Fair (39%); and, Good to Excellent
(37%).
Regionally, Alberta, Saskatchewan and the Atlantic portfolio's are generally in Fair to
Good condition. Conversely, the majority of Ontario's and almost all of Quebec's
facilities fall within the Very Poor, Poor and Fair ratings. Of the 35 detachments
inspected in Ontario, 26 range between Very Poor and Fair and in Quebec, only 1 of the
23 facilities inspected rated as high as Good. Meanwhile, British Columbia's portfolio is
generally in Fair to Poor condition and Manitoba's in Good to Excellent condition.
When cross-referencing age and facility condition, it becomes very apparent that Very
Poor and Fair facilities have average ages of 30 and 20 years, respectively. This changes
immensely for Good to Excellent facilities which average in age from 7 to 10 years.
Of particular interest is the correlation between remoteness and facility condition. In
almost all instances remote detachments over 20 years old are in Very Poor to Poor
condition. In total only 4 of the 17 remote facilities, in excess of 20 years, were
considered as high as Fair condition.

In summarizing all pertinent information for detachments, each region breaks down as
follows:

Remote
Region
Detachments Facilities
11
5
British Columbia
1
7
Alberta
2
Saskatchewan
21
0
8
Manitoba
18
Ontario
35
4
23
Quebec
0
Atlantic
7
112
30
Total

4.3

Average
Age
(~rs)
21
27
12
9
24
17
12
17

Average
Condition
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Good

Average
Size
(m2)
269
311
96
157
138
145
20 1
188

Findings of Specific Interest

In reviewing police facilities in relation to the various Tripartite Agreements it was
determined that of the 30 facilities identified as Very Poor and Poor, 14 are included
under the Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service Agreement in Ontario Region.
Also analysed was the condition of the various facility components focusing on
developing a correlation between the condition of principal building components, the age
of the facilities and location (remoteness). However, no correlation could be developed.
The following chart illustrates the condition consistency across the major facility
components.
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Analysis of Sites Not-Inspected

As previously stated, 78 of the 218 facilities were not included in the original BCR Study
with the majority of these police facilities located in Ontario (32) and Quebec (26).
To ensure an accurate analysis of the 78 remaining sites, data and information was
gathered from a number of SGC sources and the following provides a summary of the
pertinent information.

Region
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic
Total

Total
15

Detachments
Not Inspected
NonRemote
Remote
1
2

0
4
1
32
26
0
78

31
24

1
1
1
2

56

7

CAOs
Not Inspected
NonRemote
Remote
1
11
3

1

14

Based on the information provided, and the BCR findings for the remote zones in Ontario
and Quebec, it is predicted that many of the not-inspected remote facilities in these two
regions are in Very Poor to Poor condition.

PWGSC-TPSGC
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4.5

Future Program Growth

The Solicitor General Canada has identified the requirements needed to reach an 80%
policing service level, and in doing so, has recognized that the current portfolio of police
facilities will expand. In total, SGC predicts that 111 new facilities will be required to
meet new program demands.
The distribution of these new needs and related facilities is summarized as follows:

Region
British
Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic
Total

4.6

Total of New No New Facility
Required
CAOs Detachments Facilities
21
0
8
2
0
0
8
39

18
10
9
24
0
1
10
72

39
10
17
26
0
1
18
111

1
0
1
22
0
0
0
24

Total
40
10
18
48
0
1
18
135

BCR Related Financial Needs

In addition to providing a very good perspective on the age, size, location and other basic
building data of the current portfolio of police facilities, the BCR process also identified
the very basic current and future financial requirements of the portfolio.
As expected, there is a direct relationship between building condition and costs
associated with addressing health and safety and asset integrity issues. Focusing on
detachments, three key findings were found through the BCR process.
First, a number of facilities are beyond repair and the only feasible option is to build
a new facility.
Second, there is a significant amount of urgent health and safety problems in a large
proportion of the facilities.
Third, short and long term building integrity is at risk at the majority of facilities and
without intervention, additional health and safety issues will arise as will the number
of facilities beyond repair.
Of the 112 detachments inspected, the BCR process identified 23 that must be re-built
immediately and another 15 that should be re-built within the next 3 to 5 years for a total
of 38 detachments. This represents close the 34% of the current portfolio. In accordance
with the BCR findings, all of these facilities had one or more significant component
-
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failures rendering the facility beyond repair. Examples of these failures include major
structural defects and building envelope defects making further investment in the facility
of little value with limited return. Other facilities were considered well past their
economic and useful life where the total cost to fix or repair would be equal to or exceed
the cost to replace the entire facility.
Based on the findings of the BCR process, the immediate health and safety funding
requirements were determined to be $3.26M plus an additional $2.9M for asset integrity,
excluding facilities to be replaced. However, these costs do not come close to
representing the funding requirements of the FNPP real property portfolio. If anything,
the $6.16M represents investments with little or no tangible results or investments that
will resolve short-term building issues but not long-term investment, use and
functionality issues. As such, the BCR funding requirements can not be viewed in
isolation of the numerous and critical factors that will influence the total financial needs
of the FNPP real property portfolio.
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5.0

Understanding Roles and Responsibilities

The FNPP is a cost-shared, partnership initiative between the federal government,
provincial and territorial governments, certain First Nation communities and police
service providers, each with an understanding of their interconnected but separate roles
and responsibilities. Historically, the relationships in regards to real property matters
have not been clearly defined and most probably not clearly understood.
Under the FNPP, it is typical for real property expenditures to be paid throughout the year
to a community by the police service provider who is funded by the governments. For
example, under a RCMP Community Tripartite Agreement, the RCMP pays rent and
reimburses a community for ongoing operating costs. At year-end, the RCMP then
invoices the federal and provincial governments for all policing service costs, including
real property, in accordance with the cost-sharing agreement. In the case of selfadministered agreements, the police service draws down on its overall policing budget to
reimburse a community for real property costs. In both these arrangements, the police
service provider undertakes the role of quasi-real property accountant or property
manager.
Unlike the majority of other FNPP policing services funding, real property funding is
used to create, manage and sustain an asset (police facility). By combining real property
funding with other program funding this distinction is not recognized nor is it
acknowledged. In addition, the actual roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of the
government, community and police service providers are blurred and not clearly
understood. Combined funding of program and real property expenditures also hinders
the tracking and monitoring of costs, the prioritization of maintenance and repairs and the
distinction between operational program requirements and expenditures and real property
asset requirements and expenditures. More importantly, funding real property through
the police service provider removes a vital, direct relationship between the asset funder
(government) and the asset custodian (community). In some ways it is very possible that
the lack of clarity regarding 'who is responsible for what' is a contributing factor in the
deterioration of the existing FNPP police facility portfolio.
To address the current situation, it is proposed that real property funding be segregated
from all other FNPP funding. Since real property is primarily asset-based funding to
provide, manage, and maintain a facility to a certain acceptable level and since police
facilities are to be community-owned, a direct link between funder and custodian (or
owner) holds potential for greater efficiency and accountability. Against a separate lineitem expenditure, FNPP partners can work to better describe the roles and responsibilities
for facilities and associated funding. In proposing this change, non-real property funding,
under the FNPP, will not be affected. In addition, it is recognized that the Federal
Government's position is as a funder through a grants and contributions program and not
a custodian of real property.

February 2003
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The following model describes a new three-way relationship with clearly defined roles
and responsibilities for the planning, disbursement, management, monitoring and
reporting of facility performance and facilities-related funds.

FUNDER
(Government)

COMMUNITY
4
(CustodianlOwner)

+
Occupancy Agreement

POLICE SERVICES
(Tenant)

agreement
Functional advice on needs and design police

eal property funding relationship between the funder
dian (community) and a direct real property landlord and
he custodian (community) and the tenant (police service). It
of real property funding between the funder and
ng the current flow of non-real property program funding
from funder to police service.

Community owns police facility
Establish, operate, maintain, and manage
facility to an acceptable standard

el focuses all parties on their roles, responsibilities and
odel, governments, as funders, are in a better position to
ial (and ownership) capacity and to knowledgeably
for real property
ccording to level of service standard, for more effective and
continuous service delivery under the FNPP. As custodians, communities are
empowered to make strategic and integrated real property investment decisions in order
to manage their facility on a life-cycle basis maximizing it's useful life. As tenants,
police services are able to provide functional police facility advice but are removed from
the property management business, which is not their core responsibility.
Periodic facility audits

In support of an appropriate and affordable real property police facility infrastructure, the
model will establish and maintain a clear understanding of roles, relationships and
accountability for the funding and management of real property solutions and establish an

PWGSC-TPSGC
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operating and funding environment leading to the development of a sustainable portfolio
of real property police facilities within the FNPP.

February 2003
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6.0

Policy Goals and Objectives

It is in the federal government's interest to pursue a number of parallel and convergent
goals and objectives in developing and implementing a long term strategy for police
facilities that are safe, responsive, productive and affordable, as well as strategically
aligned and sustainable. These are summarized as follows:

1

Fund appropriate police facilities in First Nations communities with attention
given to matching police facility capacity to service delivery requirements.

Sub-Obiectives:

2

-

To work in partnership with the provinces and territories to share facility
costs including a contribution from communities where possible.

-

To prioritize funding commencing with serious occupant health & safety
risks.

-

To regularize federal involvement and funding in police facilities that meet
service delivery requirements and community needs including the
delineation of roles and responsibilities for real property, namely:
governments are funders; communities are custodians (and owners); and
police are tenants.

-

To analyze and fund core facility requirements and standards, including size
and facility capacity, as they relate to the provision of basic communityoriented First Nations policing services.

-

To fund consistent with Treasury Board's policies such as "Policy on
Transfer Payments".

-

To provide appropriate, stable and level streams of cash flow funding to
meet strategic real property needs.

-

To limit the government's long term exposure to ongoing capital cost
funding to 10 years per facility.

Develop and maintain federal capacity as a knowledgeable funder of police
facilities in First Nations communities.

Sub-Obiectives:
-

To analyze core facility requirements as they relate to the provision of basic
community policing services.

PWGSC-TPSGC
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3

-

To adopt life-cycle costing and management principles as the basis for
planning and funding.

-

To establish and maintain informative, accurate and manageable property
management records on all police facilities supporting FNPP.

Enhance community stewardship capacity in police facility planning,
management, and ownership for a safe and healthy workplace.

Sub-Obiectives:

4

-

To negotiate facility funding agreements that clearly define the
responsibility and accountability for ownership and control of facilities; the
flow and use of funds; monitoring and reporting; and duty of care in using
the facility.

-

To encourage community-driven real property solutions, enabling regional
approaches, co-location, partnership and resource sharing, where
appropriate and desired by First Nations communities.

-

To support the use of innovative forms of financing that offer flexibility and
create incentives to improve asset management by communities.

Participate in a comprehensive and integrated federal approach to
infrastructure planning and facility management in First Nations
communities.

Sub-Obiectives
-

To work with other federal partners involved in infrastructure in First
Nations communities to optimize return on federal funding.

-

To actively encourage communities, as the owners and custodians of their
police facilities, to optimize the efficiency of facilities through co-location,
joint-use and mixed-use solutions, where and when possible.
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7.0

Options for Funding

Action is required to address the past ten years of neglect, serious health and safety
issues, sub-standard accommodations, and to prepare the FNPP police facility portfolio
for the future.
Funding pressures on the current portfolio come from three sources:
First, the immediate health and safety and basic facility concerns, documented in the
building condition reports, must be addressed.
Second, program integrity is seriously jeopardized in a number of communities due to
existing facility issues such as building conditions and capacity, and these issues need to
be addressed.
Third, new program growth for communities, soon to be covered under the FNPP,
requires planning and funding to support this growth.

7.1

Parameters and Assumptions

The Policy Goals and Objectives outlined a number of common themes that must be
considered as part of the review and analysis of funding options. In addition, many goals
and objectives will have a fundamental effect in the calculation of the financial costs
associated with each option. These include:
Federal contribution is an annual funding stream, not a capital contribution.
Funding will be based on monthly, quarterly, semi-annual or annual payments
to a community. Unlike a typical capital program, one time or multiple major
capital payments will not be made to cover major real property investments such
as the replacement or expansion of a facility.
Minor expenditures, to address health & safety and some asset integrity issues,
will be funded through one time grants and contribution funding, provided a
long term plan is developed for the facility.
The federal government's (SGC) portion is 52% of the annual funding stream
or a one time minor payment. The provincial or territorial government's portion
is 48%.
Costs have been adjusted for remoteness.
Communities are custodians (ownerlinvestor).
Governments are funders.
Funding will be prioritized according to need as follows:
o Health and safety threats;
o Major building deficiencies;
o Facility integrity or "fit-for-purpose", matching facility requirements and
service delivery needs;
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o Program integrity; and
o Program expansion.
Capital funding stream calculations will be based on financial principles similar
to a typical Canadian mortgage. (i.e. The interest rate will be calculated serniannually, not in advance, with equal monthly payments of principal and interest
over an amortization period no longer than 10 years.)
Capital constructions costs based on data provided in Appendix E as adjusted
for remoteness.
Average annual operating costs for police facilities are estimated to be $100.00
per m2, as of August 2002, in accordance with the data in Appendix F. Actual
facility operating costs will vary from facility to facility.
Annual operation costs for police facilities have been normalized in Year 1.
The estimated annual operating costs in each option are based on the estimated
total square metres m2 multiplied by the Year 1 estimated operating costs per m2.
Actual annual operating costs will change from year to year based on the
number and size of facilities.
The average fee or rental for Community Access Offices (CAOs) is $300.00 per
month or $3,600.00 per annum. Actual CAOs monthly rental may vary from
facility to facility. The actual total CAO's rental will change from year to year
based on the total number of CAOs and their actual rental costs.
Facility costs have not been double counted. For example, if a facility is to be
re-built, then the BCR costs associated with this facility have been removed. In
addition, if the area or size of a facility changes, then the operating costs have
been adjusted to reflect the "changed" area.
Costs associated with the use of an existing off-reserve detachment, in any way,
have not been calculated or used in the financial analysis.

7.2

Funding Options

The basic funding options of the current portfolio of police facilities are: status quo;
remediation of health & safety issues; and sustainable long-term funding. In addition to
these options are the real property funding requirements for program growth as it is
anticipated that the FNPP will expand from 61% to 80% coverage of the First Nations
on-reserve population in response to demand.

7.2.1

Status Quo

The continuation of the status quo is a slippery downward slope with increasing risks.
The status quo is characterized by increasing rust-out and steady deterioration of the
physical condition of policing facilities in First Nations communities as indicated in the
findings of the BCR process.
The primary cause of this worsening situation has been chronic under-funding for
operating, maintenance and asset integrity costs and no clear understanding of the various
parties' roles and responsibilities.
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The current ongoing funding methodology and level is simply insufficient to address
basic operating and maintenance, as well as typical real property renovations such as
building system repairs and life cycle replacements to roofs, windows, doors and
electrical upgrades. Planned life-cycle maintenance is often the most overlooked
component of property ownership and usually the catalyst in the acceleration in the
overall rate of decline of a facility.
The current level of funding under the status quo also has seriously impacted on the size
and functionality of police facilities. While there have been some new police facilities
constructed over the last ten years, the majority of these have capacity issues.
Deterioration of a police station, left unchecked, jeopardizes service delivery and
undermines continuity and quality of the service, particularly in remote communities.
When facilities pose health & safety risks, policing services are delivered from either an
off-reserve location or inappropriate or sub-standard facilities, or just not delivered at all.
These situations fracture an important bond between the police and the community,
undermining the benefits of community-oriented policing. The same is true for undersized and non-functional police facilities. Again, services either have to be delivered offsite or, where alternative locations are not feasible, not delivered at all.
Based on the building condition reports and review of facility standards, the existing
portfolio of police facilities, collectively, undermines security and stability in many First
Nations communities. Although the FNPP has had a positive and progressive influence
on First Nation policing as a whole, many of the real property situations of today existed
prior to the introduction of the FNPP.
It therefore follows that in its current state the real property portfolio, in support of FNPP,
is not aligned with the federal government's current policy, objectives and commitments
and the continuation of the status quo is not a feasible option.

7.2.2

Remediation of Health & Safety and Asset Integrity Issues (Option 1)

This option focuses on immediate health and safety concerns. In doing so, it addresses,
in priority, the facilities with the most serious health and safety issues leading through to
asset integrity issues. This option includes all Very Poor and Poor condition rated
facilities that are no longer worthy of additional capital investment or expenditures and
must be replaced. It also includes facilities with major building deficiencies and major
asset integrity requirements that must be renovated to bring a facility's condition up to an
acceptable level so that proper life cycle management principles may be applied. No
consideration is given to age or capacity of a facility as decision criteria. Under this
option there is no emphasis on matching service delivery with capacity.
It is estimated that the capital costs associated with Option 1 is $56.6 million. This
includes BCR related costs of $3.3 million to address basic integrity requirements, and
$21.8 million to replace existing facilities that are beyond repair for all inspected police
facilities. The estimated cost for those facilities not inspected is: $0.9 million for basic
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integrity requirements and $30.6 million to replace facilities expected to be beyond
repair. The estimated period of time to initiate the projects associated with this option is
approximately seven years.
The normalized annual and ongoing operating costs of the FNPP under this option is
estimated to be an additional $3.1 million.

7.2.3

Sustainable Real Property Funding (Option 2)

A sustainable approach to real property funding of the FNPP police facility portfolio is
consistent with many of Treasury Board's Real Property policies. Under this particular
option, a number of approaches or methods were analysed to calculate the financial
requirements to create an essential and responsive, affordable and productive,
strategically aligned and sustainable asset base. Common to each approach was the need
to stabilize the real property requirements and limit the funders long-term capital funding.
The three approaches or options analysed to determine the various sustainable funding
levels were based on differing real property factors namely: facility standard; facility age
and strategic need; and, facility condition by facility standard. Each approach addresses
health and safety, as well as basic facility integrity issues and is based on the provincial
police facility standards.

7.2.3.1 Health and Safety, Asset Integrity and Facility Standard (Option 2a)
This option continues to focus on the pressing health and safety and asset integrity
requirements in addition to funding to existing police facilities with less than 50% of
capacity based on current provincial space standards. As in Option 1, facilities no longer
worthy of additional capital investment or expenditures, will be replaced. Also, facilities
with basic integrity requirements will be renovated.

In this option, all detachments that are less than 50% of current facility space
requirements (37 facilities), according to provincial policing standards are to be re-built,
regardless of current age and condition. This arbitrary approach is based on the
philosophy that facilities having less than 50% of requirements are not functional and that
the cost to renovate and expand is equal to or more than the cost of a new facility. This
approach also takes into consideration that not all current facilities can be expanded due
to the lack of vacant land at the current location.
It is estimated that the capital costs associated with Option2a are $70.1 million. This
includes, for all inspected police facilities, BCR related costs of $2.5 million to address
health and safety and asset integrity issues, and $21.8 million to replace existing
facilities that are beyond repair. The cost to re-build all detachments having less than
50% of standards is $14.3 million. In addition, for facilities not inspected, there is an
estimated $0.9 million for basic integrity requirements and $30.6 million for the
replacement of facilities. The estimated period of time to undertake the projects
associated with this funding is ten to twelve years.
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The annual and ongoing operating costs of the FNPP under this option are estimated to be
an additional $3.5 million.

7.2.3.2 Health and Safety, Basic Integrity Requirements and Facility Condition by
Age and Strategic Replacement (Option 2b)
This option focuses on facility condition by age in addition to the pressing health and
safety and basic integrity requirements found in Option 1. As in Option 1, facilities no
longer worthy of additional capital investment or expenditures will be replaced and
facilities with basic integrity requirements will be renovated.
Under this option, a re-building plan of detachments in Fair Condition and over 15 years
of age is planned. This plan is based on the findings of the BCR process linking facility
age to condition. Assuming that it will take some 5 years to address all health & safety
and basic integrity issues, this portion of the portfolio, currently 15 years and older and
currently in Fair condition, will then be at least 20 years old most probably in Poor to Fair
condition. In addition, this option includes the setting aside of a limited fund for the
strategic replacement of a limited number of facilities with a high degree of importance
that fall outside of the funding parameters established above.
It is estimated that the capital costs associated with Option2b are $70.7 million. This
includes for all inspected police facilities, BCR related costs of $2.0 million to address
health and safety and asset integrity, and $2 1.8 million to replace existing facilities that
are beyond repair. The cost of implementing SGC's strategic decisions is $3.0 million
and to re-build all Fair facilities older than 15 years is $12.4 million. In addition, for
facilities not inspected there is an estimated $0.9 million for basic integrity requirements
and $30.6 million for the replacement of facilities. The estimated period of time to
undertake the projects associated with this funding is approximately eight years.
The annual and ongoing operation costs of the FNPP under this option are estimated to be
an additional $3.4 million.

7.2.3.3 Health and Safety, Asset Integrity, and Facility Condition by Standard
(Option 2c)
This option is based on facility condition and facility standards, in addition to the
pressing health and safety and asset integrity requirements, found in Option 1. As in
Option 1, facilities no longer worthy of additional capital investment or expenditures will
be replaced and facilities with major building deficiencies and major asset integrity
requirements will be renovated.
Option 2c considers that all standalone detachments that are less than 75% of current
police facility standards and are not in Very Good and Excellent condition are to be rebuilt. This decision is designed to maximize the capability of a facility to provide police
service support. Similar to the other options, this option links facility size to service
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levels and facility condition to future funding requirements. However, Option 3 aims at a
much higher level of support by the police facility portfolio.
It is estimated that the capital costs associated with Option 2c is $91.0 million. This
includes for all inspected police facilities, $0.7 million to address health and safety and
basic integrity requirements, and $21.8 million to replace existing facilities that are
beyond repair. The cost to rebuild all detachments, less than 75% of standard and not in
Very Good or Excellent condition is $37.0 million. In addition, for facilities not
inspected there is an estimated $0.9 million for basic integrity requirements and $30.6
million for the replacement of facilities. The estimated period of time to undertake the
projects associated with this funding is twelve to fifteen years.
The annual and ongoing operating costs of the FNPP under this option are estimated to be
an additional $3.5 million.

7.2.4

Program Expansion (Option 3)

Option 3 addresses facility need related to new program growth and is based on the
identification of First Nations communities most likely to be incorporated into the FNPP
in the upcoming years and the estimated infrastructure needs of these new facilities.
Infrastructure needs were based on a number of current community traits. For example,
if a particular community is close to a provincial police detachment, only costs for a
community access office were estimated. If a specific community is located in an
isolated area, with no current adequate police facility, the construction of a new facility
was estimated.

In all, 84 new Agreements, many incorporating multiple communities, were identified as
FNPP program growth. In terms of real property requirements, it was estimated that 67
new police facilities, at a capital cost of $37.5 million will be required and that the
building period will stretch over 10 years. Only 5 locations were identified where
adequate police facilities currently exist and no new construction is necessary. The FNPP
would however support these facilities with proper annual operating cost funding.
Primarily due to their proximity to a fully functional police detachment, it is estimated
that a total of 39 communities will only require community access offices and a total of
24 locations will not require any police facility.
The annual and ongoing operating costs of the FNPP under this option are estimated to be
$1.4 million.
It is important to note that Option 3 can be applied in conjunction with any other option
or independently.
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7.3

Financial Summary of Options

The following chart summarizes the costs associated with each option including the total
number of projects, excluding the status quo. All costs are at 100% and have not been
apportioned to represent each funders' specific percentage split. In addition, all costs are
in current dollars.

* Number of projects are between brackets
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8.0

Recommendations, Framework for Action and Funding

8.1

Recommendations

There is no doubt that the FNPP real property portfolio requires an influx of additional
funding to address serious health and safety, asset integrity, capacity and program growth
requirements. The proposed capital requirements alone range from $56.6 million to
$91.0 million over the next 8 to 12 years.
On balance, the preferred approach is the combination of Option 2 and Option 3 supporting a sustainable asset base and program growth. Together, these two options
achieve health and safety, asset integrity, program integrity and real property policing
standards in a systematic, strategic and justifiable way, allowing condition to be the
primary driver for change.
Options 2a and 2b analyze the current portfolio from two distinct perspectives but return
very similar results. Of concern with Option 2a ($70.1M) is that facility capacity does
not appear to be the most pressing issue facing the police facility portfolio at this point in
time. While it is agreed that facility capacity does have a negative impact on the delivery
of police services it is not the only factor. On the other hand, Option 2b ($70.7M)
focuses on facility condition and age in order to halt and reverse the spiral of dilapidation
within the portfolio, the most current and future pressing issue. Combining the concern
that the facility portfolio will continue to age and building conditions will continue to
deteriorate with strategic replacement needs encompasses good facility with good asset
planning.
Of particular interest is that while both options (Options 2a and 2b) approach the long
term funding requirements from varying perspectives, the difference in total capital
requirements is only $600,000. Option 1, which only addresses health& safety and some
asset integrity issues must be viewed as a short-term solution. However, at $56.6 million,
this represents the lower limit of capital funding even though it is only a short-term
solution. Conversely, Option 2c ($91.OM) represents the upper limit of the estimated
capital funding requirements.
Either Option 2a or Option 2b offer a long term view of potential capital funding needs to
establish a sustainable FNPP real property portfolio. Option 2b however focuses more on
the pressing facility condition and asset integrity concerns in addition to strategic facility
considerations. This strategic approach to real property facility and asset planning is
comprised of sound, rational investment decisions based on a long term understanding of
need and prioritization. Further, by its very nature, this approach provides the avenue to
ensure that the custodians (First Nation communities) are intimately involved in police
facility planning and management and understand their roles, responsibilities and
accountabilities. Option 2b also fosters a greater self-reliance and building of First
Nations capacity for self-administration.
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By keeping Program Expansion (Option 3) separate from the other options, the cost of
meeting FNPP program expansion objectives can be easily identified and quantified.

8.2

Guidelines and Framework for Action

Under Option 2b, the intent goes beyond providing funding and fixing a problem. The
proposed approach seeks to reward effective stewardship in the past as well as on an
ongoing basis, and seeks to reward entrepreneurial behaviour, in terms of optimal
solutions. Thus, in accepting Option 2b, police facility program design will be based on
the following guidelines:

8.2.1

General:

In terms of implementing the recommended option 2b: The funders would agree to fund
police facility costs of First Nations communities annually, on a 52/48 percent basis,
under a separate facility funding agreement within tri-partite and self-administered
agreements, usually with a duration of up to five years.
Separate funding agreements will outline the roles and responsibilities of all parties
including all financial arrangements that will be separate from all other FNPP funding
within a tri-partite or self-administered agreement.
Facilities costs eligible for funding include facility operating and maintenance expenses,
as well as minor capital expenditures and major facility capital expenditures associated
with the construction, renovation and replacement of police facilities, where necessary.
Major facility capital expenditures will be covered through a stream of funding of equal
payments of blended principal and interest, based on established FNPP facility standards
and guidelines.
The stream of capital funding should be sufficient for a First Nations community to
obtain financing (i.e. mortgage) from a lending institution, in an amount sufficient to
cover a large portion, if not all, of the capital costs involved in the construction or major
expansion of a police facility.
The stream of capital funding will be limited to 10 years. Following this, communities
will be responsible for all capital costs associated with the renovation, expansion or
replacement of a facility.
First Nations communities will be encouraged to make an equity contribution toward the
capital costs of policing facilities.
Funding will be in accordance with all government policies including the flow of
funding, reporting and monitoring.
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8.2.2

Adaptation and Flexibility

First Nations communities will be encouraged to develop policing facilities that are
essential and responsive, productive and affordable, legally compliant, sustainable and
strategically aligned with their long term needs.
First Nations communities will be encouraged to optimize the location of these facilities
and to integrate policing facilities requirements fully within community development
plans, site master plans, and capital budgets.
First Nations communities will be encouraged to investigate innovative approaches to the
provision of facilities, including co-location opportunities for policing facilities with
other community functions in order to improve community services, promote economies
of scale, and optimize the use of resources.
First Nations communities will be encouraged to comply with all applicable provincial
police facility standards including size.

8.2.3

First Nation Responsibilities

Under police facility funding agreements, First Nations communities will exercise the
responsibilities of owner, custodian, landlord and investor of their police facilities.
First Nations communities will enter into lease or occupancy agreements with police
service providers, such as the RCMP, OPP and SQ. From a real property perspective, the
police service provider will take on the responsibilities of a tenant.

In it's landlordmanager role, First Nations communities will manage the police facilities
in terms of ongoing concerns and provide for the prudent operation and maintenance of
the policing facility, including the provision of services and basic requirements such as
utilities, heat and cleaning.
Ln it's investor role, First Nations communities will manage the police facilities as an
ongoing investment and undertake financial decisions to maintain and improve the value
of the facility over a reasonable and acceptable investment horizon to the funders.
In it's owner/custodian/investor role, First Nations communities are accountable to
funders for the focused deployment of the funding received and for the rigorous
stewardship of real property policing assets.

Outside of the FNPP, but integral to the Program, First Nations communities will be
responsible for providing adequate housing for police officers.

In it's role as a funding recipient, First Nations communities will undertake a number of
tasks on a routine basis, such as tenant surveys, annual audited financial reporting,
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facility condition assessment reports, annual building management planning and annual
operating and capital budgets.

8.2.4

Health and Safety and Asset Integrity Funding

Within the framework of a signed facility funding agreement, the funders will provide
immediate short-term funding to address the most pressing health and safety and asset
integrity issues in First Nations policing facilities.
Funding will be released to First Nations communities in accordance with all government
policies, including the requirement for copies of paid invoices and proof that the
approved and funded work has been completed.
Funding will be allocated on a national prioritization basis, using risk and need based
criteria.

8.3

Cash Flow Funding Stream Projections

In a typical custodial role, building on crown-owned land, a well established property
custodial department might be capable of undertaking and completing all of the proposed
work over a five year period. As a custodial department, all related expenditures would
be capital and the cash flow projections would not need to consider the amortization of
costs and other factors. From the perspective of a custodial department, the capital costs
only, in current dollars, would total $56.3 million (SGC's share) as follows:

IO&M
- Inspected and Not lnspectedl
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As a grants and contribution funder, and not a custodian, SGC and the provinces do not
have the mandate or the ability to undertake the revitalization of the police facility
portfolio capital constructs projects. However, the cash flow funding stream projections
must be based on the stated policy goals and objectives, financial parameters and
assumptions, and organizational and operational considerations. In particular, the
capacity of the funders to establish and manage a new funding program and the ability of
communities to plan, finance, construct and operate new facilities as well as repair and
renovate existing facilities must be taken into consideration. As stated previously, the
capacity of the funders and the communities are major issues in the development of a
new funding program. Given these considerations, the various needs and priorities of the
portfolio, and other constraints, a stepped or phased approach to project planning and
cash flow projections has been developed. This approach is dependent upon the timing
of individual projects. As such, the plan can readily be modified according to real-time
capacity priorities, and the agreement of FNPP partners to participate in cost-sharing
initiatives.
The cash flow projections have been projected over four phases with Phase 1
immediately addressing serious health and safety and pressing asset integrity issues.
Included in this phase are two types of projects: small to medium facility health and
safety, and asset integrity projects which will be funded through one time contribution
agreements or sub-agreements; and the replacement of a number of facilities that can no
longer be used. These replacement projects will require a planning and implementation
process.
Phases 2 and 3 will be the construction of new facilities based on strategic need, building
condition issues and capacity issues. Similar to the replacement of facilities in Phase 1,
they will require time to plan and implement, however they will also be influenced by
other program factors such as prioritization, renewal of tri-partite agreements and so
forth. Similar issues will influence the proposed cash flow requirements for facilities to
be replaced but not yet inspected.
The 4thPhase will be the funding of program growth. In the cash flow projections, this
phase has been moved to the end of the funding program that reflects the investment
principle which holds that priority should be given to maintaining the current portfolio
prior to new investments. However, new program requirements may be such that a
portion of funding for these facilities will be moved forward. .
The following chart outlines a project implementation plan upon which the financial
projections are based. The proposed plan has only 30 BCR projects in Year 1 reflecting a
slow ramp-up of the program with the remainder of the BCR projects (48) in Year 2.
Implementation is completely dependent upon when projects are actually initiated. This
will be closely aligned with the agreement negotiation process. Therefore, the following
table proposes a scenario for planning purposes and budgeting purposes.
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1

2

3

4

5

Years
6
7

8

9

1

0

Total

Inspected Facilities
BCR

Not lnspected Facilities
BCR

Program Growth Facilities

Total

The Policy Goals and Objectives and Financial Parameters and Assumptions outline the
financial considerations and restraints in the calculation of the long-term funding stream
projections. The following projection is based on the combined capital, O&M and
community access office (average annual rent for office space usually in a multi-purpose
building) costs associated with Option 2b and Option 3. A conservative interest rate has
been used of 7% per annum, calculated semi-annually, not in advance. This interest rate
is based on the current published residential mortgage rate, by a major Canadian
chartered bank, for a five year closed term.
Based on the funding goals and parameters, including the 10 year amortization of the
capital, the cash flow requirements will increase over the next 7 to 10 years and slowly
decline to a level state of funding in Year 18. These requirements reflect the stated
objective to limit the government's long-term exposure to ongoing capital cost funding to
10 years taking into account the various funding commencement dates while all
projections are in constant dollars.
Years
-- -

1
$1.08
$0.27
$3.40
$0.00
$6.67

2
$3.01
$0.27
$3.40
$0.00

IU.47

Capital Cash Flow
CAO
OBM-Inspected/NotInspcled

OBM-NewProgramGrowth
Total
SGC Share 8 52%

I

$6.68

3
$3.02
$0.27
$3.40
$0.00
$8.86

4
$5.19
$0.27
$3.40
$0.00
$11.14

5
$7.47
$0.27
$3.40
$0.00
$13.37

6
$9.70
$0.27
$3.40
$0.00
$17.17

7
$12.10
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$19.33

8
$14.26
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$19.33

9
$14.26
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$19.33

10
$14.26
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$19.33

$3.48

$4.60

$5.79

$6.%

$8.93

$10.05

$10.05

$10.05

$10.05

13
$11.24
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$14.14

14
$9.07
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$11.86

15
$6.79
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$9.63

16
$4.56
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$7.23

17
$2.16
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
25.07

18
$0.00
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
25.07

$145.51
$4.80
$61.20
$16.80
$226.30

$7.35

$6.17

$5.01

$3.~

$2.63

$2.63 1$118.88

Years

11

Total

$18.13

12
$13.07
$0.27
$3.40
$1.40
$16.31

SGC Share B 52%

t9.43

58.48

Capital Cash Flow
$14.26
CAO
$0.27
OaM - Ins~ectedMotlns~ected $3.40
O&M- ~ e w
~rogmm~rowm
$1.40

Total

1
1
I

Total incremental annual real property funding requirements to support First Nations
policing facilities range from $3.5 million in Year 1 to $10.5 million in Years 7 to 10 for
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a total of $1 18.88 million over 18 years. In addition to this funding is program related
funding that will be discussed as part of the Next Steps.
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9.0

Conclusions, Next Steps and Funding Summary

9.1

Conclusions

Over the past ten years, the First Nations Policing Program, under the direction of the
Solicitor General Canada, has made significant improvements in the provision of policing
within Aboriginal communities across Canada. However, over the same period, there has
been little attention paid to the short or long term real property policing needs
The building condition report process provided an excellent overview and insight into the
majority of the portfolio. It confirmed concerns that the portfolio of police facilities was
slowly deteriorating due to under-funding and neglect. The building condition reports
identified numerous and serious health & safety and asset integrity issues with some
facilities beyond repair. In addition, the reports highlighted the wide variances in police
facility sizes and the need for police facility standards.
Strategically and operationally, the capability of the current portfolio to support and
sustain quality service delivery, and ensure healthy, safe and functional workplaces is
questionable in many communities and not possible in others. Given the existing rate of
failure of some facilities and the continued deterioration of others, immediate action is
required.
A Sustainable Real Property Funding approach addresses the policy goals and objectives
and financial parameters, and will provide under the FNPP an operationally and
strategically sound portfolio of police facilities. The annual real property funding
requirements of the recommended option and model looks at an eighteen-year investment
window to plan, implement and fund all of the planned expenditures and ongoing costs.
Including program growth, funding under this model increases over the first six years
peaking at $10.8 million in Years 7 to 10, and reducing to $3.4 million in Year 17 when
funding levels are predicted to become static.
The new funding levels also include the costs associated with the development and
establishment of a new FNPP real property program. This program will require a funding
framework and the establishment of expertise within SGC to assist in the planning,
negotiating, implementation and monitoring of future real property funding.
Additional funding should improve the quality and condition of the FNPP police facility
portfolio and long-term sustainable funding will improve the quality and condition of the
portfolio. However, the risks associated with the implementation of additional funding
without a new FNPP real property program and framework are numerous. A new FNPP
real property program and framework will ensure that financially sound and fiscally
responsible funding decisions are made and the long-term sustainability of the FNPP real
property portfolio of police facilities is achieved.
The following section (Next Steps) outlines the short-term and long-term real property
initiatives required to develop a new FNPP real property program. It is projected that the
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short-term steps, completing BCR's on the entire portfolio, developing the framework
and implementing a large portion of the health and safety projects will be completed
within the first two years.

9.2

Next Steps

The next steps focus on the real property components of program change. In addition to
these real property next steps, it is understood that there are many program related issues
such as current financial arrangements, tri-partite agreement expiries and meetings with
all stakeholders. The implementation of a new funding approach for police facilities and
new funding levels remain to be discussed with the Provinces, the Federal government's
funding partner. As previously stated, the Provinces are responsible for 48% of the costs
associated with the FNPP including real property costs. In addition, current agreements
with all First Nation communities will need to be reviewed and the impact of a new
funding approach considered on an agreement by agreement basis.
The next steps in the project have been split into immediate short-term actions and
requirements followed by long-term actions and requirements. The short-term is
essentially the first two years of the project with the long-term steps moving forward in
year three and onward. Provided with each step is the suggested year of the activity,
length of time to complete and a class "D" estimate. In many instances these estimates
are provided as a range. As the mandate for implementation has not been determined,
SGC has been identified as the lead, for the purposes of discussion only.

9.2.1

Short-term

9.2.1.1 Prepare Project Brief and Plan
SGC will undertake a number of important and costly real property initiatives over the
next couple of years. To ensure the effective and efficient use of resources (time, people
and money), a detailed project brief and plan should be developed. This plan will outline
the key deliverables, participants and their roles, responsibilities and accountabilities,
schedules and refine cost projections.
The proposed schedule and cost for this work is:
Commencement Date: Year 1
Duration: 3 months
Estimated Costs: $25,000 - $50,000

9.2.1.2 Complete BCR Program
The initial BCR process was a proactive approach to identify and address known but not
confirmed real property issues. As the foundation for much of this report, the completion
of the BCR program will provide all stakeholders with a thorough and complete
knowledge of their individual police facilities and the portfolio as a whole.
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Some 78 facilities were not inspected as part of the original building condition inspection
process and must be inspected to complete the BCR program. Upon their completion,
planning, funding levels and long-term decisions can be fully developed and
implemented for the entire portfolio.
The proposed schedule and cost for this work is:
Commencement Date: Year 1
Duration: 2 Years
Yr 1: 39 x $6,000.00 (average) = $234,000
Estimated Costs:
Yr 2: 39 x $6,000.00 (average) = $234,000

9.2.1.3 Assemble and Implement Real Property Project Team

In addition to the existing staff within SGC, additional resources will be required over the
next 24 months to assist in the implementation of immediate actions and to plan, develop
and implement the framework and supporting documentation. Building upon a wealth of
program and grants and contributions knowledge within SGC, the project team will
consist of real property experts. At this time, it is estimated that the project team will
comprise of five disciplines: project leader; project manager; major capital expert;
framework expert; and senior support.
The proposed schedule and cost for this work is:
Commencement Date: Year 1
Duration: 2 Years
Estimated Costs: $350,000 to $700,000 per year, plus disbursements

9.2.1.3.1Develop Framework for Funding of Real Property
In accordance with Treasury Board's Guide to the Monitoring of Real Propertv
Management, "a good framework is essential to the efficient and effective management
of a department's real property operations". Generally, a framework will outline the
authority, policies, practices, systems and technical, administrative and financial
structures required to manage real property. Even as a funder of real property and not a
custodian, many of SGC's future requirements can be found in existing custodian-based
framework documentation.
A suggested framework would include sections on overall governing principles;
planning; decision-making; investment management; ongoing management; data
management and performance management. Specific areas of concern might address
issues such as include:
Real Property Organizational Requirements and Structure
Agreement Amendments
Authority
Accountability
Roles & Responsibilities
Funding Schedules
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Monitoring & Tracking
Auditing
Evaluation
Strategic Environmental Assessment
Risk Management
The Framework would also finalize the funding formula for new FNPP police facilities
based on the objectives and parameters established in this Report. As such, the space
standards establish the maximum size of police facility, based on the number of officers
per shift, with the construction cost projections establishing the total amount of capital to
be amortized and subsequently funded. In addition, the operating costs establish the total
annual ongoing costs. The final funding formula will require additional input and
consideration from all stakeholders.
It is expected that the framework would be delivered in phases with the initial phases
focusing on the pressing needs of the new funding program. In addition, it is possible
that some processes and documentation will be developed and implemented on a trial
basis prior to a full deployment. This will ensure that all processes and documentation
address and reflect stakeholder capacity, at all levels, and are practical, workable
solutions.
The proposed schedule and cost for this work is:
Commencement Date: Year 1
Duration: 2 Years
Estimated Costs: Included as part of the Real Property Project Team Costs

9.2.1.3.2 Fund Health and Safety Projects
The BCR program identified serious health and safety related projects that, for the most
part, must be addressed immediately. As stated previously, the majority of health and
safety projects will be addressed through small to medium projects. However, in certain
instances, the only feasible option is to construct a new police facility. In accordance
with the funding analysis, it is proposed that the majority of small to medium health and
safety projects be addressed in Year 1 with the remainder being completed in Year 2.
The reconstruction of existing facilities would commence in Year 2 allowing for a year to
plan. While the costs of these projects have been included in the financial analysis, an
additional cost for project support at SGC headquarters has been included.
The proposed schedule and cost for this work is:
Commencement Date: Year 1
Duration: 2 years
Cost: Construction costs included in Financial Analysis.
HQ Project Support - $226,200 per year for Years 1 & 2 ($2.9 M @ 52% x 15%)
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9.2.2

Long-term

9.2.2.1 Implement Framework for Funding of Real Property
The implementation of the framework will establish a new and stable base of real
property operations and funding within SGC. It will incorporate the implementation of
various policies, processes, standards and guidelines to move the Department to a stable
base of sustainable police facilities. At this time it is expected that a new organizational
structure will be put into place to manage the framework and real property police facility
funding. While the actual structure and composition of this new organization is not
known the following outlines one potential structure, staffing level and associated costs.
Additional Regional Resources - 6:
British Columbia - AS 06
Saskatchewan - AS 06
AlbertaManitoba - AS 06
Ontario - AS 06
Quebec - AS 06
Atlantic - AS 06
Additional Headquarters Resources - 3:
Financial - AS 07
Real Property - PM 06
Data and Financial Support - AS 04
The proposed schedule and cost for this work is:
Commencement Date: Year 3
Duration: Ongoing
Estimated Costs: $ 1,000,000 per year plus disbursements including travel

9.3

Funding Projections Summary

The financial summary incorporates the funding requirements of the First Nations police
facility portfolio including urgent health & safety and asset integrity, capital cash flow
funding and program development funding outlined in the next steps.
The projections are based on a number of key assumptions and variables that could
influence the projected annual funding levels. These include, but are not limited to:
Inflation (Financial Analysis in Current $'s)
Lending or Borrowing Rates
Construction Costs
Off-reserve Police Facility Costs (not included in Financial Analysis)
Existing Tripartite Agreement Expiry Dates
New Tripartite Agreement Commencement Dates
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Community Capacity to Plan & Implement Evaluation
Given all of these variables, many of which are outside of the control of the funders, it is
recommended that consideration be given to some form of carry-over or carry-forward of
funding from year to year. Of particular concern is the ability of communities to respond
to a new police facility real property program in a long-term strategic manner. Should
there be delays in planning and implementation, it is possible that the funding will not
happen as planned. If there are delays, the total number of projects per year could be
increased or the planned capital funding implementation and completion dates moved
back in time. In either instance, the proposed annual funding levels could change
dramatically.
The following chart is based on the total incremental annual property funding projections
plus the short-term and long-term steps. Where applicable, the chart is based on the
upper end of all funding estimates.

-

Total Annual Fundina
Option 2b & 3
SGC Facilitv Cash Flow
BCR cornpietion
Project Brief
project Team
Health & Safety Project Support
Program Implementation
Total Annual Funding

-

Total Annual Fundina
Option 2b & 3
SGC Facilitv Cash Flow
BCR cornpietion
Project Br~ef
Project Team
Health & Safety Project Support
Program Implementation
Total Annual Funding

Years
1
$3.47

2
$3.48

3
$4.60

4
$5.79

5
$6.95

6
$8.93

7
$10.05

8
$10.05

9
$10.05

10
$10.05

$0.65
$0.23
$0.00
$4.87

$0.70
$0.23
$0.00
$4.41

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$5.35

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$6.54

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$7.70

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$9.68

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$10.80

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$10.80

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$10.80

$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$10.80

Years
II
$9.43
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$10.18

12
$8.48
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$9.23

13
$7.35
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$8.10

14
$6.17
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$6.92

15
$5.01
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$5.76

16
$3.76
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$4.51

17
$2.63
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$3.38

18
$2.63
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.75
$3.38

Total
$118.88
$0.47
$0.05
$1.35
$0.46
$12.00
$133.21

The total incremental annual real property funding requirements to support First Nations
policing facilities including program development spending, outlined in the next steps,
ranges from $4.87 million in Year 1 to $10.8 million in Years 7 to 10 and reverting back
to $3.38 million in Year 17 onward.
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FNPP Funding Projection

Year

The above graph illustrates the effect of the 10 Year amortization of the capital
contributions' funding. As more projects are undertaken and the long term funding cycle
commences, annual funding will increase, peaking in Years 7 to 10. As capital costs are
fully amortized or paid-off by communities, then funding requirements start to decrease.
Based on the assumptions and project schedule in this Report, funding (in constant $'s)
would level off in Year 17.
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Appendix A
Tables in Support of Chapter 4 Supply
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Existing; Portfolio (All Facilities)
Exhibit 4.1 - Inspected vs. Not Inspected

Exhibit 4.2 - Distribution of Ins~ectedand Not Inspected Facilities

-

lnspected vs. Not lnspected By Region

I
I

Region
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Exhibit 4.3 - Asset Distribution by Type of Facility
Stand-Alone
Inspected in BCR Study
112
63
Not Inspected in BCR Study
175
Total

PWGSC-TPSGC
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Shared
(CAO)
28
15
43

Total
140
78
218
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Exhibit 4.4 - Facility Ins~ectionsby INAC Geo~raphicZone and SGC Region
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Facilities Inventoried in the BCR Study
Analvsis bv Region
Exhibit 4.5 - Distribution of Facilities Inspected bv Region

Number of Facilities Inspected (140 total)

Number

-

Exhibit 4.6 Number and Tvpes of all Facilities Inspected bv INAC Zone
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Exhibit 4.7 - Strategic Direction re: Shared Facilities

Exhibit 4.8 - Average Age of Facilities Inspected

-

Exhibit 4.9 Average Age of Detachments Inspected bv Overall Condition
Region
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
b

PWGSC-TPSGC

Very
Poor
32

31

Poor Fair Good
26
16
19
31
32
21
8
11
27
16
35
19
3
15
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VG to
Excellent

4

2
3
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Exhibit 4.10 - Age Distribution of Detachments Inspected by Region

Exhibit 4.11 - T v ~ of
e Asset for Facilities Assessed in the BCR Studv
Building
Count Of Building Sum Of Floor Area
Average (m2)
Type
Type
(m2)
Detachment*
140
16366
117
Garage
25
750
30
Residence
479
9
53
Storage
Building
5
81
16
* Data includes CAOs and shared facilities.

Exhibit 4.12 - Distribution of Asset Tvpe Investigated
I

Type of Assets

Garage
Residence
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Exhibit 4.13 - Distribution of Floor Area bv Asset Tvpe for Investigated Facilities

Division of Floor Area Amongst Asset Types

I

Detachment
Garage
Residence

II

iI

Exhibit 4.14 - Averape Area of Inspected Facilities by Region

Saskatchewan

PWGSC-TPSGC

Number of
Sum Of Floor Average Floor Area
Detachments
Area (m2)
(m2)
17
1098
65
7
2178
31 1
27
77
209 1
8
1258
157
46
4916
107
23
3336
145
12
1489
124
140
16366
117
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Exhibit 4.15 - Floor Area for Inspected Facilities by Region

E i British Columbia

Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec

Exhibit 4.16 - Average Floor Area for Inspected Facilities bv Region
Average Floor Area m2

a

$

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

L
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Exhibit 4.17 - Area (m2)by Region for Detachments Inspected

Exhibit 4.18 - Size Distribution for all Facilities Ins~ectedby Region
Region
British
Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic
Total

50 m2 to 4 0 0 100 m2 to <200
m2
> 200 m2
m2
<SO m2
4

8

5
3
6
5
14
9

14
1
12
9
2
42

7

16
5
36

42

4

2
4
5
5
20

Total
17
7
27
8
46
23
12
140

Exhibit 4.19 - Size for all Facilities Insaected by Current Number of Officers

I

Current #
officers
1to2
3 to 4
5 to 6

PWGSC-TPSGC

I

1

50m2to<100
m2
4 0 m2
21
30
4
16
4
2

1
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100m2to<200 1
> 200 m2 Total
m2
4
65
10
38
15
3
6
18
6

1
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Exhibit 4.20 - Standard Facility Sizes (m2) for Various Detachment Tvpes

-

Exhibit 4.21 Summary of Overall Average Condition bv Region (Inspected)
Region
British Columbia

Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic

Average Condition
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Good

Exhibit 4.22 -Detachments Inspected by Region per Condition Classification
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Exhibit 4.23 -CAOs Inspected by Region per Condition Classification

Atlantic

Total

1

1
2

3
13

1
10

5
2

28

Analysis by Location
Exhibit 4.24 - Inspected Facility Distribution (Stand Alone and Shared) by INAC
Geographic (refer to Exhibit below for INAC Geographic Zone Definition)
INAC Geographic
Zone
1
2

3
4
Total

PWGSC-TPSGC

Total
42

% Total

66
4
28

47%

3%
20%

140

100 %

30%
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Exhibit 4.25 - Facilities by INAC Geographic Zone for All Facilities in BCR Study
(refer to Exhibit below for INAC Geographic Zone Definition)
Inspected Facilities per INAC Zone
Zone 1

Znnn 4

Exhibit 4.26 - Definition of INAC Geographic Zones
Zone 1:

A geographic zone where the First Nation is located within 50 km of the
nearest service centre with year-round road access.

Zone 2:

A geographic zone where the First Nation is located between 50 and 350 km
from the nearest service centre with year-round road access.

Zone 3:

A geographic zone where the First Nation is located over 350 km from the
nearest service centre with year-round road access.

Zone 4:

A geographic zone where the First Nation has no year-round road access to
a service centre and, as a result, experiences a higher cost of transportation.

Exhibit 4.27 - Definition of INAC Environmental Classification
The environmental classification relates the geographic location of a First Nation to the local
climate.
A: geographic location < 45' latitude
B: 45" latitude I geographic location < 50" latitude
C: 50" latitude I geographic location < 55" latitude
D: 55" latitude I geographic location < 60" latitude
E: 60" latitude I geographic location < 65" latitude
F: geographic location 2 65" latitude
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Exhibit 4.28 - Facility Distribution by INAC Environmental Zone for All Inspected
Facilities (Stand Alone and Shared)
Number of
INAC Environmental Detachment
s
% Total
Zone
A
5
4%
B
59
42%
59
C
42%
17
D
12%
Total
140
100 %

Exhibit 4.29 - Facilities by INAC Environmental Zone for All Facilities in BCR

Inspected Facilities by INAC Environmental Zone

Zone D
12%

Zone A
4%

Note: No Facilities in Zones E or F were included in the BCR Study.
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Exhibit 4.30 - Regional Distribution of Inspected Facilities bv INAC Environmental
Zone
-
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Exhibit 4.31 - Age Distribution of All Inspected Facilities (Stand Alone and Shared)
Age of Detachments

-

-

Note: There are 27 detachments that are considered more than 30 years old.

Exhibit 4.32 - Age Distribution for all Facilities Inspected by INAC Zones
INAC
Geographic Zone

< yrs

1
2
3
4

10
20
1
2

-

PWGSC-TPSGC

to

yrs
16
16
2
7

-
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l5 to < 25 > 25 yrs
Yrs
7
15
1

9
15

4

15

Average
(years) 17
15
9
24
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Exhibit 4.33 and 4.34 - Age and INAC Geographic Zone Distribution for all
Facilities Inspected
3 % g e a f M t e s i i l ~ C ~ ~ s
25
20
rmT5

& 15

1 5 t o 4 5 yrs

P

S
z

yY- 1

0 1 5 t o c 2 5 yrs

10

O > 2 5 yrs
- - - -.
I

5
0

INAC Zone
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Exhibit 4.35 - Size Distribution of A11 Inspected Facilities bv INAC Zones
-

Region
British Columbia

Alberta

Saskatchewan

-

Zone
1

<50 m2
5

m2

>=I00m2
1

4
1

1

1

3
3

4
1
2

1

2
5

3
Manitoba

4
1

1
11
1
1

6
3
1

4

Ontario

1

2

2

4

4

7

7

Quebec

4
1

3

10

Atlantic

4
1

PWGSC-TPSGC
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Exhibit 4.36 Average Size of Inspected Facilities by Type bv INAC Geographic Zone
Detachmen
ts

CAOs
INAC
Average
Total
Average
Geographic
Area
Area
Number Area
Zone
Number Total Area
1
74
131
13
1
5561
10
32
19
7428
16
149
305
50
2
1
14
14
3
3
98
295
106
1
10
10
2872
4
27
16
144
28
460
Totals
112
161
56
Exhibit 4.37 - Distribution of Inspected Facilities bv Condition and bv INAC Zones
INAC Geographic
Zone
1
2
3
4
Total

PWGSC-TPSGC

Very
Poor
1
2
9
12

Poor
7
6
2
6
21
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Fair
20
24
11
55

Very
Good/Excell
ent
Good
10
4
14
20
1
1
1
1
32
20

Total
42
66
4
28
140
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Exhibit 4.38 - Distribution of Inspected Facilities by Condition, by Region and by
INAC Geographic Zone
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Special Interest
Exhibit 4.39 - All Inspected Facilities by Agreement and by Condition (Very Poor
and Poor only)
Condition
Very Poor
Poor
Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Very Poor
Poor

Region
Ontario

Quebec

Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Saskatchewa
Poor
n

Agreement
Anishinabek Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Nishnawabe-Aski Nation Police Service
Atikamekw dlOpitciwan Police Service
lnnu Takuaikan Uashat mak Mani-Utenam Police
Service
Kitigan Zibi Anishnabeg Police Service
Les Atikamekw de Manawan Police Service
Montagnais de Natashquan Police Service
Timiskaming Police Service

Ahtahkakoop RCMP CTA

-

Exhibit 4.40 build in^ System Rating for All Inspected Facilities
Very
Poor

Fair
Building System
Poor
Good Very Good Excellent
Architectural/Struct
56
10
ural
3
34
40
8
Electrical
7
58
29
3
5
46
4
50
6
23
42
15
Heating
4
17
44
Mechanical
62
6
9
Plumbing
4
11
39
14
49
17
275
21 1
27
Totals
27
120
55
* Note: Some facilities have more than one system per type.
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Appendix B

FlWP - Map of Facilities
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Appendix C

List of FNPP Facilities
British Columbia
Sites Visited

Ahousat First Nation
Ditidaht First Nation
Kitamaat First Nation (Haisla Kitimaat)
Kyuquot First Nation
Kitasoo First Nation (Kitasoo - Klemtu)
Gwa'Sala-Nakwaxda'Xw First Nation (Port Hardy - Fort Rupert)
Kwakiutl First Nation (Port Hardy - Qua'Sala' Nakwxxda'Xw)
Quatsino First Nation (Port Hardy - Quatsino)
Lax Kw'alaams First Nation
Nisga'a Village of Laxgalt'sap
Sliarnrnon First Nation
Snuneymuxw First Nation (Nanaimo)
T'it'kit First Nation (Lillooet)
Mount Currie First Nation
Takla Lake First Nation (Takla Landing)
Tl'azt'En First Nation (Tachie)
Kwadacha First Nation (Fort Ware)
Tsay Keh Dene First Nation
Sites Not Visited
Canim Lake First Nation
Fort Nelson First Nation
Kamloops First Nation
Skeetchestn First Nation
Whispering Pines1 Clinton First Nation
Kitselas First Nation
Nanoose First Nation
Coldwater First Nation
Lower Nicola First Nation
Upper Nicola First Nation
Spallurncheen First Nation
Dease River First Nation
Semiahmoo First Nation
Tsawwassen First Nation
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Alberta
Sites Visited
Blood First Natbn
Driftpile First Nation
Sturgeon Lake
Louis Bull First Nation
Little Red River Cree First Nation (Fox Lake)
Tallcree First Nation (Fort Vennillion)
Tsuu T'ina First Nation
Sites Not Visited

Horse Lake First Nation

Saskatchewan
Sites Visited

Ahtahkakoop First Nation
Beardy's and Okemasis First Nation
Birch Narrow First Nation
Black Lake First Nation
Buffalo River First Nation
Canoe Lake First Nation
Keeseekoose First Nation
Cowessess
English River First Nation
Carry the Kettle First Nation
Okanese First Nation
Flying Dust First Nation
Lac la Ronge - Stanley Mission (Stanley Reserve o. 157)
Lac la Ronge - Kitasakie (Kitasakie Reserve No. 156B)
Poundmaker First Nation
Mistawasis First Nation
Montreal Lake First Nation
Moosornin First Nation
Muskoday First Nation
Peter Ballantyne First Nation (Descharnbault)
Standing Buffalo First Nation
Sturgeon Lake First Nation
Day Star First Nation
Fishing Lake First Nation
Waterhen First Nation
Yellow Quill First Nation
Sites Not Visited

Gordon First Nation
Kawacatoose First Nation
Muskowekwan First Nation
PWGSC-TPSGC
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Manitoba
Sites Visited

Canada Manitoba FNCPS Framework Agreement (Brandon off-reserve)
Chemawawin First Nation
Birdtail Sioux First Nation
Canupawakpa Dakota First Nation
Roseau River First Nation
Sioux Valley Dakota First Nation
Dakota Tipi First Nation
Sandy Bay
Waywayseecappo First Nation

Ontario
Sites Visited
Beausoliel First Nation (Christian Island)
Chippewas of Kettle and Stony Point First Nation (Kettle Point)
Curve Lake First Nation
Fort William First Nation
Garden River First Nation
Garden River APS HQ
Long Lake No. 58 First Nation
Magnetawan First Nation
Nipissing First Nation
Ojibways of the Pic River First Nation (Pic River)
Pic Mobert First Nation
Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging Anishnaabek (Rocky Bay)
Sagamok Anishnawbek
Saugeen First Nation
Shawanaga First Nation
Wasauksing First Nation
Lac Seul First Nation
Albany First Nation (Fort Albany)
Aroland First Nation
Cat Lake First Nation
Chapleau Cree First Nation
Chapleau Ojibway First Nation
Constance Lake First Nation
Eabametoong First Nation (Fort Hope)
Kasabonika Lake First Nation
Kashechewan First Nation
Kingfisher Lake First Nation
Meskantaga First Nation
PWGSC-TPSGC
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Couchiching First Nation
Grassy Narrows First Nation
Gull Bay First Nation
Hiawatha First Nation
Lac LaCroix First Nation
Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte
Moravian of the Thames of First Nation
Munsee-Delaware First Nation
Muskrat Dam Lake First Nation
Northwest Angle No. 33 First Nation
Ojibway Nation of Saugeen
Ojibways of Onegaming First Nation
PWGSC-TPSGC
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Oneida Nation of the Thames
Seine River First Nation
Temagarni First Nation
Shoal Lake No. 40 First Nation
Wabaseemoong First Nation
Walpole Island First Nation
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Kuujjuaq
Kangiqsualujjuaq
Tasiujaq
Aupaluk
Kangirsuk
Quaqtaq
Kangiqsujuaq
Salluit
Ivujivik (Ivujjvik)
Puvirnituq (Povungnituk)
Inukjuaq
Urniujaq
Kuujjuarapik

New Brunswick
Sites Visited
Buctouche First Nation
Saint Mary's
Tobique First Nation
Big Cove First Nation

Sites Not Visited
Indian Island First Nation

Nova Scotia
Sites Visited

Millbrook First Nation
Pictou Landing First Nation
Shubenacadie First Nation
Eskasoni First Nation
Chapel Island First Nation
Whycocomagh First Nation
Membertou First Nation
Wagmatcook First Nation

Prince Edward Island
Sites Visited
Lennox Island First Nation
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Appendix D
Sample Building Condition Report and Photos
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Appendix E
Supporting Information - Facility Capacity and Standards
In July 2001, PWGSC piloted an approach to completing Building Condition Reports
(BCRs) in 25 First Nation communities in Northern Ontario (Nishnawbe-Aski Nation).
To ensure consistency from province to province and to establish metrics for
comparability across the country, the same approach was adopted for the rest of the
country.
One aspect of the work in completing the BCRs was to compare the existing Gross Floor
Area (GFA) of the facilities to existing space standards. As SGC had not adopted space
standards at that time, it was decided to temporarily use a series of conceptual blueprints
produced by RCMP based on their own standards.
Based on these standards, the initial findings of the pilot project indicated that the
majority of the facilities were well under the proposed standards.
In April 2002, the Institute On Governance produced a report called "Review of Federal
and Provincial Policing Infrastructure Policies". One of the objectives of this study was
to compare the parameters and determinants used by the RCMP, SQ and OPP to define
functionality requirements. It was determined that the RCMP, SQ and OPP use similar
determinants to establish the level and type of demand or need for police services. It was
also concluded that the existing space standards for policing infrastructure provide useful
models for developing standards for Aboriginal police facilities. One of the
recommendations of the report was that all stakeholders be consulted in developing a
level of service standard, including space standards.
On June 11,2002, a workshop with the SGC Regional Managers and HQ staff was
organized by the Institute On Governance to develop space standards to guide planning
and funding decisions in the construction and/or renovation of police facilities in First
Nations communities. By drawing the operational expertise of the Regional Managers
who work with these issues daily and closely with the communities and the police service
providers, it ensured that the final space standards would be practical and workable.
On July 19,2002, the Institute On Governance produced a second report summarizing the
Workshop Results. Based on this report, it was agreed with SGC that the Space
Allocations, outlined as part of this appendix, would form the Space Standards to be used
for costing purposes. It should be noted that from a functional point of view, the space
standards clearly separate the public spaces from the spaces related to police delivery
services. Therefore, three main areas have been considered in defining them: Public
Access, Controlled Areas and Prisoner Security. As well, some of the elements to
consider when looking at the standards are:
The incorporation of a holding cell for each size;
The minimum requirement of three cells for each size;
PWGSC-TPSGC
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The construction of a Sally Port for each size;
The allocation of space based on the existing standards of the RCMP, OPP and SQ
and applied under the appropriate jurisdiction;
The three detachment sizes as agreed by the group are:
Small Detachment for 2-3 Officers (1 Officer/l Civilian per shift);
- Medium Detachment for 4-7 Officers (3 Officerd3 Civilians per shift);
- Large Detachment for 8- 16 Officers (5 Officers15 Civilians per shift).

In addition to establishing the standards for small, medium and large detachments, two
other models for delivering police services have been developed. They are: the Patrol
Cabin and the Community Access Office.
PWGSC hired an architect and a costing specialist to test and cost the Space Standards
for Small, Medium and Large Detachments. Costs based on capacity standards have
been issued by consultant and form part of this appendix. These costs were used as the
basis of the financial analysis for the construction of all police facilities. In doing so, the
following qualifiers were taken into consideration:

-

All costs are Toronto based as of August 2002;
Cost exclude land purchase, closing and legal fees;
No development charges are included; and
Unit rates for shell costs are supported by published costs inflated by 15% for scale.

The cost for the Patrol Cabin has been established based on the average construction
costs provided by the consultants.
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Space Allocations
Small Detachment
Public
Areas

Reception Area
Multi-Purpose Room
Unisex Public Washroom

Controlled
Areas

Prisoner
Security

Mechanical Room
Small Exhibit
Large Exhibit
General Office Space ICivilian
General Office Space / Constable
Closed Office / Multi Purpose
Meeting Room / Chief's Office
Gathering Room / Lunch Room
Unisex Washroom
M/F Washroom
Secure File Room
Locker / Gun Storage IShowers
General Storage
Janitorial Closet
Shift Supervisor
Short Term Holding
Cells (3)
Guard RoomIArea
Sally Port / (Secure Bay)
Prisoner Storage
Total Net Area

PWGSC-TPSGC

RCMP

OPP

SO

(m2)

(m2)

(m2)

15.5

9.5

12.5

nla

n/a

nla

incl. in gross incl. in gross incl. in gross
6.5
9
19.5
n/a
n/a
n/a
20.5
13.5
20
include above
9
14
11
11.5
12.5
n/a
nla
n/a
11
10.5
16.4
5
5
4.5
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
9.5
17.5
17.5
5
5
5
n/a
n/a
n/a

nla
168
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169.5

nla
202.4

Notes
Includes Counter Space & Public
Waiting Area. No Vestibule.
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Space Allocations
Medium Detachment
Public
Areas

Reception Area
Multi-Purpose Room
Unisex Public Washroom

Controlled
Areas

Prisoner
Security

Mechanical Room
Small Exhibit
Large Exhibit
General Office Space / Civilian
General Office Space / Constable
Closed Office / Multi Purpose
Meeting Room / Chief's Office
Gathering Room / Lunch Room
Unisex Washroom
MIF Washroom
Secure File Room
Locker / Gun Storage / Showers
General Storage
Janitorial Closet
Shift Supervisor

RCMP

OPP

SQ

(m2)

(m2)

(m2)

15.5

9.5

12.5

11

30

30

incl. in gross incl. in gross incl. in gross
6.5
9
19.5
n/a
n/a
n/a
28
24.5
20
28
15
14
11
11.5
12.5
11
13.5
18
11
13.5
16.4
5
5
4.5
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
9.5
17.5
17.5
5
5
5
n/a
n/a
n/a

Short Term Holding
Cells (3)
Guard RoomIArea
Sally Port / (Secure Bay)
Prisoner Storage
Total Net Area

PWGSC-TPSGC
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Waiting Area. No Vestibule.
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Space Allocations
Large Detachment
Public
Areas

RCMP

OPP

SQ

(m2)

(mZ)

(mZ)

24

14.5

22

11
incl. Above

30
incl. Above

30
incl. Above

Reception Area
Multi-Purpose Room
Unisex Public Washroom

Controlled
Areas

Prisoner
Security

Mechanical Room
Small Exhibit
Large Exhibit
General Office Space / Civilian
General Office Space / Constable
Closed Office / Multi Purpose
Meeting Room / Chief's Office
Gathering Room / Lunch Room
Unisex Washroom
M/F Washroom
Secure File Room
Locker / Gun Storage / Showers
General Storage
Janitorial Closet
Shift Supervisor

incl. in gross incl. in gross incl. in gross
19.5
6.5
9
9
incl. Above
15
48.5
24.5
20
15
14
48.5
11
11.5
12.5
11
13.5
18
16.6
9
16.4
n/a
n/a
n/a
21
21
21
11
11
11
11.5
21.3
24.2
13.7
17.5
15.6
5
5
5
11
11.5
12.5

Short Term Holding
Cells (3)
Guard RoomIArea
Sally Port / (Secure Bay)
Prisoner Storage
Total Net Area

-

PWGSC-TPSGC
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Includes Unisex Washroom
Only included with RCMP. Community
meeting room for OPP
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Appendix F
Appendix D:

Estimate of Operating Costs

The Department of Indian and Northern Affairs (INAC) published the first edition of the
Cost Reference Manual in 1978, to enable the user to develop preliminary cost estimates
for remote and difficult construction environments in First Nations communities across
Canada.
In 1980-1981, DIAND Technical Services Headquarters (HQ) developed comprehensive
guideline operation and maintenance (O&M) costs for different types of departmental
capital assets. Concurrent with this, DIAND initiated an extensive undertaking to capture
and categorize all real capital assets, located on reserves across Canada, which are funded
by DIAND for O&M. During the 1986-1987 fiscal year, a complete review and revision
of the Capital Asset Inventory System (CAIS) programs and database was initiated. This
process involved the redesign of the input, data manipulation and output programs and a
complete review and validation of each regional database to establish a "base year"
database as of April 1, 1987.
The Cost Reference Manual provides a reliable method of developing preliminary
estimates for both capital and operations and maintenance. For the purposes of this
Report, the COST REFERENCE MANUAL was TID-AM-2 dated July 2002.
O&M base unit costs for the different types of assets have been developed based on
standard O&M cost definitions which were developed to ensure a consistent approach in
determining O&M costs. All O&M unit costs are re-evaluated and adjusted annually.
Generally, these costs include those major cost components required to operate and
maintain a facility, i.e. labour, fuel, electricity, equipment and material

In order to adjust the average unit O&M costs, (based in Toronto) to the different
geographical locations, city centre and zone (remoteness) indices were developed for the
Department. These indices are used in conjunction with the O&M unit cost data to
enable forecasting of O&M costs for assets located at any site. Both city centre and zone
indices are calculated from a number of complex interrelationships. Labour, parts and
equipment, energy, transportation, use, climate, topography, construction materials, asset
condition and other factors affecting maintenance requirements are reflected in the city
centre and zone indices which in turn affect the final O&M costs.
In order to estimated O&M costs for a specific facility, it is also necessary to make
further adjustments considering the life of the facility, its physical condition, the type of
construction and the accessibility to the site. They must be supplemented by specialized
professional assessment of the many varying local or site-specific factors and their impact
on the project cost.
In accordance with the Manual, estimated O&M Costs are calculated as follows:
PWGSC-TPSGC
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O&M Costs = Base Unit Cost x City Centre Index x Zone (remoteness) Index x Asset
Count.
Although the INAC manual does not include police facility as a specific property type, it
does include: Administrative Buildings at $45.52/m2;Day Care Centres at $54.09/m2;
and, Schools at $53.28/m2using a Toronto city center base. Overall, a police facility is
deemed to have a slightly higher operating cost than these three facility types due to
higher traffic and additional operating hours as many police facilities are occupied
continuously 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Based on this, an O&M rate of $60.00/m2
was established as the Toronto city center Base Unit Cost.
In order to get a national average, this Base Unit Cost must be adjusted for geographical
differences such as remoteness as illustrated in the following two examples:
Prince Albert Saskatchewan:
Base $60.00 x 1.69 (average) x 1.32 (average) = $133.85 /m2
Halifax, Nova Scotia:
Base $60.00 x .95 (average) x 1.32 (average) = $75.24/m2
Based on the analysis of the INAC Manual and limited actual and market data, the
operating and maintenance costs in this Report have been established at an average rate
of $100.00 per square meter.
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Appendix G
Limiting Conditions
The analyses and findings of this report are based on both documented information
and field evidence. A concerted effort has been made to verify the accuracy of the
information contained herein. Accordingly the information is believed to be reliable
and correct and has been gathered according to PWGSC procedures.
The report opinions and conclusions are PWGSC's impartial and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions and conclusions.
The report analyses, finding and recommendations are based upon a high level,
national, portfolio overview perspective, providing national averages and planning
level estimates. More detailed reviews of each site, through the project delivery and
implementation process, will generate operational and real property requirements that
may vary from the national average and enhance the certainty of estimates to an
indicative and substantial level.
PWGSC assumes no responsibility for matters legal in character, nor do we render
any opinion as to the title of the subject buildings and lands.
The report analyses, opinions and conclusions are based only on the results and
findings of the BCR process and operational information provided by the Solicitor
General Canada (SGC).
The BCR process may have addressed some environmental issues. But, it did not
involve the review and analysis of environmental reports, studies or other
investigations or soil surveys which may have been carried out on the inspected
properties and which may have indicated the existence or possibility of
contamination. If additional investigations establish the existence of different levels
of contamination or environmental hazards, the estimates in this report may be
altered.
Exhibits, tables, diagrams and photographs, etc presented in this report are included
for the sole purpose of supporting the business case. Accordingly, no responsibility is
assumed concerning any technical or engineering techniques, which would be
required to discover any inherent or hidden conditions of any of the inspected
properties and could affect the financial estimates.
The agreed upon compensation for services rendered in preparing this report does not
include a fee for court preparation or court appearance. Should a court appearance be
required in connection with this report, additional fees will have to be agreed upon.
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SGC may use this report in deliberations affecting the subject properties only, and in
so doing, the report should not be extracted, but used in its entirety.
The report is valid only to SGC and all liabilities to any party or parties are
specifically excluded.
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